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Introduction and Acknowledgements
by Robert Chung

A journey from the beginning

Imaging technology used

Publishing Test Targets is like taking a journey to a
place we have never been before. Test Targets 2.0 was
the inaugural issue printed by the Indigo UltraStream
2000 digital press in a class project two years ago. My
colleague, Franz Sigg, and I worked with five graduate
students in the Test Targets course where we co-taught.
The purpose of the publication was to demonstrate the
use of test forms for device optimization and quantitative analysis in a color-managed print production
workflow. We produced 1,000 saddle-stitched copies
and distributed them to the RIT community and our
friends in the printing industry. We heard many excellent comments about the 34-page publication. We knew
we were on to something worthwhile. We knew the
journey must go on.

Test Targets 4.0 continued with the tradition of learning
by pushing the limits. We embarked on a very challenging journey of printing the body of the publication with 4-color FM screening using the Heidelberg
Sunday 2000 web offset press, and printing the cover
of the publication with Hexachrome FM screening
using the Heidelberg Speedmaster 74 sheetfed press.

Given that publishing Test Targets 2.0 was a labor-intensive process, it did not prevent School of Print Media
students from taking the Test Targets class in the following year. Thus, Franz and I led eight students into
another color management journey. Test Target 3.0 was
a 40-page saddle-stitched publication. We worked with
students identifying suitable topics, reviewed their
write-ups, and suggested areas for improvement. In
this issue, topics ranged from visual analysis of pictorial color image reproduction to quantitative assessment of spot color matching. The cover was printed
by the Heidelberg Speedmaster 74 sheetfed press. The
body was printed by the Heidelberg M-1000B web offset press. We produced 3,000 saddle-stitched copies and
distributed them as before. Nice comments and encouragement continued to pour in.
Test Targets 3.0 was printed in March of 2003, and was
the last press run of the Heidelberg M-1000B web offset
press. The M-1000B press was dismantled afterward and
the new Heidelberg Sunday 2000 web offset press was
installed at RIT. The press changeover gave us an opportunity to fingerprint the brand new press. This was a
strong motivation behind Test Targets 3.1. Eight students
were engaged in the authoring aspect of the publication
in the Advanced Color Management class. Each article
was allocated four pages of space for completeness
and more in-depth discussion. To ensure the quality of
publication, my colleague, Edline Chun, was invited to
provide editorial reviews. The 64-page Test Targets 3.1,
published in June 2003, had an enhanced presence of
scholarship as the result of the editorial process.
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There were many logistic issues involved in the production of Test Targets 4.0. Four web offset press runs
were scheduled to produce the body of the publication:
the first press run was to optimize and to calibrate the
ink-paper-press combination using AM screening;
the second press run was to calibrate the press using
FM screening; the third press run was to apply AM
and FM press profiles to test images so that technical articles could be written based on initial findings
or subsequent measurements and analysis of printed
results; and the fourth press run was to produce the
color-managed publication.
Four press runs were also scheduled for the cover of
Test Targets 4.0: the first press run was to find out ink
dry-down characteristics of the Hexachrome inks; the
second press run was to calibrate the Hexachrome
printing according to PANTONE-recommended densities; the third press run was to apply the Hexachrome
ICC profile to print the cover and the insert; and the
fourth press run was to reprint the inserts to correct a
wrong color management setting when converting the
InDesign file into the PostScript file prior to CTP.

Contents included
Contents of Test Targets 4.0 are organized into three
broad sections: articles, gallery of visual interest, and
test forms. While guiding students with the writing
process, the three instructors (Edline, Franz, and I) each
wrote an article. The Gallery of Visual Interest is a new
idea. Its primary purpose is to make the publication
more visually appealing by capturing easy-to-demonstrate ideas on color management. The inclusion of test
forms is to show how legacy (CMYK) files are rendered
differently by various output devices.
To prepare students to document their technical reports
in Test Targets 4.0, lectures and lab assignments on technical report writing were given at the beginning of
the spring quarter. Please read the article, Guiding
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and Producing a Technical Publication, by Edline
Chun, for more detail. Once a topic was identified,
students were asked to write an abstract for each
topic and to have the written article reviewed for
technical and editorial soundness. The reviewing and
rewriting process usually took more than two cycles
before the articles were considered press-ready.
A number of articles relate to print media and its analysis. For examples, a new tool for quantitative comparison of color differences was reported by Franz Sigg;
the effect of GCR and TAC in color gamut volume
was reported by Tiago Costa; a comparison of color
gamut and amplitude responses between AM and
FM screening was reported by Wiphut Janjomsuke;
an analysis of ink dry down for Hexachrome inks for
sheetfed offset printing was reported by Nattawan
Techavichien; and an investigation on the variation
of a digital printer was reported by Howard Vogl.

We wish to thank Mr. Andy Hatkoff, Vice President of
Electronic Color Systems at Pantone, Inc. for donating
Hexware 2.5, an essential Photoshop plug-in for making
6-channel Hexachrome color conversion.
We wish to thank Mr. Steve Upton, President of
CHROMiX, for donating ColorThink 2.0, a user-friendly
profile inspection utility. The software provides excellent visualization of three-dimensional gamut volumes
of selected ICC profiles.
We want to express our appreciation to Mr. David
Steinhardt of IDEAlliance, Mr. Steve Bonoff of IPA,
Mr. Larry Steele of RGB Metrology, Mr. Ken Elsman of
Global Graphics, S.A., and Mr. Ray Cheydleur of X-Rite,
Incorporated for their advice and encouragement.

Articles relating to color reproduction include a
paper on color reproduction using Hexachrome
and CMYK by Tiago Costa; a paper on quantitative
assessment of watercolor reproduction by Rochelle
Kim and Howard Vogl; a paper on the analysis of
proofing using the Ugra/FOGRA Media Wedge and
the Stepped Granger Rainbow by Gregory Zolan; and
a discussion on implementing PDF/X workflows by
Wiphut Janjomsuke.

We also wish to recognize the following supporters
at RIT: Printing Applications Laboratory (Mr. John
Dettmer—Creo CTP, Mr. Fred White—Heidelberg
Sunday 2000 web offset press, and Mr. Dan Gramlich—
Heidelberg Speedmaster sheetfed offset press); Sloan
Printing Industry Center (Professors Frank Cost and
Pat Sorce); Mr. Greg Barnett of CIAS for his scanogram
of the rose; and School of Print Media (Professor Edline
Chun—editorial consulting, Professor Franz Sigg—technical consulting, Professor Patti Russotti—cover photo
retouching). And finally, a very special Thank You goes
to Mr. Greg Zolan, a member of the class, who did the
cover design and layout.

Acknowledgments

The journey goes on

The writing aspect of publishing requires individual
effort and teamwork. The print production aspect of
publishing requires more than teamwork. We are grateful to have access to external resources and internal
resources to make Test Targets 4.0 a reality.

We do not know who, or how many students, will
be taking the Advanced Color Management course a
year from now. But we know there will be students
enrolled in the class working on another edition of
Test Targets. It’s all because we believe writing and
publishing is a higher level of learning and scholarship that students will benefit from when they leave
RIT and journey into the real world.

We wish to thank Mr. Mike Martin, Product Development
Manager at Tembec Paperboard Group, for being an
advocate of Test Targets and for donating sufficient
quantity of paper for both sheetfed press runs and web
press runs.

It has been my privilege to write the Introduction as
Test Targets 4.0 goes to press. We hope you find the
publication educational and entertaining.
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Color management articles include a comparison of
color image capture using film transparencies and
digital cameras by Eric Berkow; a real-world color
management journey in commercial printin by Doug
Caruso; an article on reproducing a process color,
black-only and 4-color monochrome image reproduction by Nattawan Techavichien; and a real-world
color management journey to digital… by Robert
Chung.

We wish to thank Ms. Liz Quinlisk, Director of Field
Marketing for Digital Imaging at GretagMacbeth, for
being a long-time supporter of the CMS Lab and for
donating a full version of ProfileMaker 4.1.5. We were
able to use the software to construct ICC profiles for
process color and for Hexachrome printing.

Guiding and Producing a Technical Publication
by Edline M. Chun

Introduction
Test Target 4.0 (TT4.0) is the result of student teamwork
to publish a technical journal for a graduate-level
course titled: Advance Color Management (Course
no. 2081-735-03). Offered by the School of Print Media
(SPM) at Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), the
course is “a platform to experiment and to realize a
new digital imaging paradigm and the dynamics of
teamwork” (Chung, 2004, March 8).
Team members learn scientific methodology in process
control for repeatable color as well as apply ICC-based
color management practices in digital workflows. They
plan and conduct press run analyses reported in TT4.0,
which is printed using facilities available at RIT. In
producing this publication, the team learns to integrate
design, content creation, digital media, and print production in a seamless workflow (Chung, 2004, March 8).
On the editorial side, team members come to understand the importance of publication guidelines and
what is required within a manuscript to move writing from a student work to a professional level. The
approach used in identifying a topic, conducting
research, learning to interpret findings, and in publishing their work in TT4.0 helps team members prepare for dealing with their individual Master’s thesis
project.

Method
The course content of Advanced Color Management
consisted of lectures, reading and writing assignments, team discussions, individual lab assignments,
and a group project culminating with publication of
TT4.0. Textbooks were Real World Color Management
(Fraser, Bunting, and Murphy, 2003) and Understanding
Color Management (Sharma, 2004). Earlier issues of Test
Target publications (2002 – 2004) were reviewed; select
publications issued by CGATS and ISO on process
control were read and discussed. The readings and
discussions provided insight to trends and standards
in process control, color management technology, and
graphic arts technology.
A segment on technical writing and editing gave the
team an opportunity to refresh their writing skills, learn
the importance of publication guidelines, and write
technical reports to a set of guidelines that give articles
as well as the publication a uniform appearance.
4

For software, students used Photoshop, InDesign,
Word, and Acrobat 5.0. For hardware, a digital camera, a flatbed scanner, and a digital color printer were
specified for lab assignments. SPM’s general purpose
labs and the Color Management Systems (CMS) Lab
were used for hands-on labs and demonstrations.
RIT’s Heidelberg Sunday 2000 web offset press was used
for process capability studies, to print color-managed
images, and to produce the 80-page Test Targets 4.0.

Discussion
RIT’s “writing across the curriculum” policy (Institute
Writing Policy, 2002, May) and requirements of the
Graduate Program of the School of Print Media (School
of Print Media, 2002, December) act to ensure that a
graduate possess a certain level of writing competency
before graduating.
This writer teaches an undergraduate course titled:
Professional and Technical Writing (Course no. 2082303). It is a foundational course for all SPM students
who usually take it during their second year of study.
The course is an elective for graduate students, some
of whom are advised to take the course to familiarize
themselves with American professional and technical
writing practices. For some graduate students, the editorial aspect of Advanced Color Management acts as
a bridge to a higher level of writing in preparation to
undertake their Master’s thesis project.
The Advanced Color Management course allowed a
student to experience an entire process from identifying a problem, doing the research, preparing a document that undergoes review for publication, to printing and finishing the publication. This approach not
only gave the student the opportunity to learn about
process control in a hand-on environment, but also
exposed the student to some qualitative issues that
could occur during the process of working on their
Master’s project.
During the second week of the course, the writer
demystified publication guidelines with an explanation of purpose, form, and content. The second part
given in Week 3, continued with form and content,
focusing on items to be aware of during the writing
process. This was helpful for the first lab assignment,
which required that a previously written technical
report be edited so its contents conformed to a tem-
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plate the team had chosen after analysis of layout and
content in previous Test Targets. In Week 6, a group
feedback session was held to discuss errors noted in
Lab 1 submissions; the writer also responded to editorial questions the team had that might affect individual reports or the final publication. A schedule was
developed to keep the writing, review, and publication
processes on track.
The creative process included technical reviews by
Professor Robert Chung and Senior Research Associate
Franz Sigg and an editorial review by Adjunct Faculty
Edline M. Chun. A final editorial check occurred when
the InDesign files were ready for proofs just prior to
platemaking.

Form
Form is another term for specifications or author’s
guidelines, which give the written piece an overall
organized look; facilitates reading; makes it easy to
access information; and gives credibility to the work.
Team members were instructed to familiarize themselves with the specifications or guidelines that they
are writing to, so the work is created from a position
of awareness.
The following mnemonic was provided to help the
team remember “FORM.”
For the Writer:
F
O
R
M

Facilitates
Organization
Readability
Makeup and Makeready

For the Reader:
F
O
R
M

Facilitates
Orderly
Reading, Reinforcement, and Recall
that is Meaningful

Content
Specifications for TAGA publications, SPIE guidelines,
and the differences between academic and technical/

Writing points that might be problematic were also
covered. This included point of view (writer’s relation
to the information being presented as reflected in the
use of person, i.e., first, second, or third person); shift
in tense (use of verb forms that indicate time distinctions); and positive/negative writing.

Conclusion
The ability to write a clear, succinct technical or scientific report is a skill that one develops over time with
“practice” and guidance or feedback from colleagues,
friends, mentors, and reviewers. This writer often tells
students that every paper written as a student is “practice” similar to a dress rehearsal. However, the process
involved in publishing articles in Test Targets is more
than a transition stage because the publication is available to the public.
For the majority of students taking the course, it is the
first opportunity to test their ability to move their writing to a professional level. This environment of a safe,
nurturing “safety net” may not be accessible to them
when writing that first article in the real world. Time
to evaluate the entire process for improvement and
discussing lessons learned is also a luxury that is not
always available in industry. If team members meet
the goals of the course, the journey from this point on
will be that much brighter.

References
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Purpose
In addition to planning an audience-centered report,
the team was reminded that early in the creative
process one needs to think about the type of work or
document that will be produced; the objectives of the
writer in undertaking the work; and how the work fits
with the writer’s vision, career goal, or objectives. The
results of brainstorming “purpose” need not be shared
with others, but knowing what the purpose is, gives
clarity and motivation.

scientific reports were discussed in detail to ensure the
team understood the template and its various parts
that Greg Zolan had developed to expedite the layout
and makeready phases.

A New Tool for Quantitative
Comparison of Color Differences
by Franz Sigg

Keywords
color matching, color difference (∆E*), histogram,
cumsum or cumulative relative frequency curve, CRF,
bar graph.

Abstract
Using an average delta E value to compare color matching of two processes or images is an inadequate method. Therefore people have used cumulative frequency
and bar graphs to get a better insight into reproduction
quality. But these graphs are difficult to generate. In
this paper a new way to generate a multitude of userfriendly image comparison graphs is shown.

Introduction
With all the new technologies that are available today,
there are many situations where we would like to compare the results from two color reproduction methods,
like comparing two color profiles, output devices, accuracy of color relative to a standard, etc. Ultimately such
comparisons will have to be done visually because of the
multidimensional aspects of image quality. However,
sometimes we would also like to use comparisons
based on measurements. A test target can be used or an
image can be sampled, and ∆E* values can be calculated
between the two images. A table of ∆E* values is baffling to analyze, and therefore there is a temptation to
take an average of all ∆E* values and their variance, and
report them as an image quality metric. However, ∆E*
values are statistically not normally distributed, and
therefore parametric statistics does not apply. Average
∆E* values are an inadequate representation of the differences between two images.
To represent the ∆E* values, it is possible to generate a
three dimensional bar graph, where the X and Y dimensions represent the sample positions on the measured
image, and the Z dimension (bar height) represents
the ∆E* value for that sample. Another method is to
plot a histogram of the ∆E* values. And, in addition,
Mike Rodriquez of R. R, Donnelley suggested using a
CumSum% graphing method, as reported by Richard
S. Fisch and Sharon Bartels in their 1999 TAGA paper1.
The method consists of calculating the ∆E* values, sorting them, and then expressing the rank order in terms
of percent of total samples. These percent rank numbers
are plotted against the ∆E* values. This curve is now
also called a Cumulative Relative Frequency curve or
6

CRF curve. Sometimes people report only the 10, 50 and
90 percentiles of a CRF curve as a simple image quality
metric.
Robert Chung has used CRF curves for research
with several student projects at Rochester Institute of
Technology2 3 4. For a while, only the basic block of the
IT8.7/3 test target was used to study the CRF curves.
However, there was a suspicion that the shape of the
CRF curve was very image dependent. Somika Shetty4
used a method proposed in a CGATS document5 to
convert any image into a measurable test chart by converting the image in Adobe Photoshop to a very low
resolution image where each pixel is large enough to
be measured, using the Nearest Neighbor Sampling
method. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: Original and machine readable sampled image.

Using this method, Shetty found that indeed, the shape
of the CRF curves depend on the particular image data
set that is used.

A new way to generate the graphs
Considering these results, this author concluded that in
order to study these methods in more depth, it would
be desirable to have an easier way to create 3D bar
graphs for any image or test target. In addition, histograms, CRF curves, and other graphs should automatically be created by the same software. As a bonus, all
of these graphs could be done such that the individual
data points would be plotted in the color of the original
image point that they represent. This would allow for
better visualization of quantitative data.
It is not easy to accomplish this using Microsoft Excel,
but fortunately, the author is able to manually program
PostScript, which makes it possible to add all kinds
of functions to generate an EPS file that creates these
graphs in a simple, automated way: The basic CIELab
data set from the two images is pasted into the header
of this EPS file, and then various aspects are defined,
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such as titles and subtitles, automated scaling, mirroring the data set, data labels, etc. This EPS file can now
be opened by Adobe Illustrator, and edited if necessary.
The user can copy and paste all or individual graphs for
documentation purposes. Thereby such a GRAPHING.
EPS file was programmed.

Figure 3 shows a set of histograms and CRF curves for
the same variables as Figure 2. ∆E* values can only be
positive, while for histogram and CRF type graphs, it
is possible to show both positive and negative C*, L*,
a*, and b* deviations. These graphs also show that ∆L*
contributes less to ∆E* than ∆a* or ∆b*.

The following figures illustrate the type of graphs that
are obtained. Notice that the data itself is not significant,
it only serves as an example for the graphs. The graphs
shown are too small to be read here; they are only
shown for their variety.
Figure 2 shows a series of 3D bar graphs, that not only
show color deviations in terms of ∆Eab*, but also in
terms of ∆E00*, ∆C*, ∆L*, ∆a* and ∆b*. In this example,
∆L* contributed very little to ∆E*.

Additional examples of these graph types are shown in
the paper by Gregory Zolan in this publication6.

Figure 2: 3D Bar graphs comparing the differences between
two images in terms of ∆Eab, ∆E00, ∆C*, ∆L*, ∆a*, ∆b*.

Figure 4 shows additional useful graphs. Notice that
hue angle differences occur primarily in the gray areas.
The lower right diagram shows some formulas and
definitions used in the graphs. The L* C* graph is a little
more difficult to interpret when several hues are shown
simultaneously. It probably is more appropriate to use
this graph for test targets such as the ones shown in the
paper of Tiago Costa in this publication7, pp. 13-14.

Delta C*, L*, a*, and b* values could be positive or negative. However, because this would be difficult to show
in a bar graph, only absolute values are shown. The
graphs can be rotated or tilted relative to the observer’s
point of view, by setting parameters in the header of the
GRAPHING.EPS file.
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Figure 3: Histograms and CRF curves.

Test Targets 4.0

flags in the header of the GRAPHING.EPS file. Also, if
there are tall bars in the foreground of the bar graph,
they might obscure smaller bars in the back of the
image. Mirroring can also solve this problem.

A New Tool for Quantitative Comparison of Color Differences

Figure 5: Data labels.

Although Excel graphs can be opened in Adobe
Illustrator, they are full of surprises when an attempt is
made to edit them. The graphs from GRAPHING.EPS
are simple vector files that are scalable and can be
edited in Illustrator. For instance, the labels on the CRF
curves, where all CRF curves are shown on the same
graph, may have to be moved to a more readable position. See the upper left graph of Figure 4.

Figure 4: Additional graphs.

Special features
There are flags in the header of the GRAPHING.EPS
file that activate special features. For instance, there is
the ability to automatically scale the axes of the graphs
with three options: 1. To the maximum positive and
negative value of each individual graph, 2. To the maximum positive and negative value of all graphs so that
all graphs use the same scaling for a given test, or 3. To
a fixed scaling, so that the scaling of different tests can
be made the same.
There is the possibility to define a subtitle that will be
used for all graphs on a second line underneath the
main title. If no subtitle is defined, all graphs will be a
little taller instead.
In addition, a flag can be set in the header of the
GRAPHING.EPS file so that the sequence number of
each data point will be printed on top of the bars, or on
bullets for the a* b* diagram, as shown in Figure 5. This
helps to locate a data point of special interest.
When the measured data is put into the GRAPHING.EPS
file, it is possible that the image representation in the
bar graphs is wrong side reading, or upside down. To
address this problem, it is possible to mirror the image
data independently in the X and Y direction by setting
8

These graphs are useful for many applications, however, there are other software programs that can display
color in powerful ways. For instance, ColorThink by
CHROMiX. (www.chromix.com) is a profile inspection
program that was used for several papers in this publication. It can display colors and gamuts in a (rotatable)
3D view.

Choice of test targets
Now that we have this tool, the question arises which
test targets or test images should be used for this kind
of analysis. Here are some considerations based on preliminary work and theory:
Since we know that CIELab is not visually evenly
spaced, should it be used to decide sampling distance?
How else should be sampled? What color metric should
be used? Different test targets may be necessary for different applications. What classes of applications need to
be distinguished?
Robert Chung has standardized on the basic set of the
IT8.7/3 target. This target was used for many research
projects at RIT. Together with Yoshikazu Shimamura2
he developed reference CRF curves for various levels of
quality (also quoted and shown by Zolan in this publicaton6, Figure 3, pg. 53). Since it was proven by Shetty4
that image color affects the shape of the CRF curves,
these reference curves may not apply to other test targets. And the IT8.7/3 basic set is not necessarily a good
sampling of colors.

Test Targets 4.0

Profiling targets could be useful in addition to the basic
set of the IT8.7/3 target, since they are designed to be a
representative sampling of color space. However, output profiling targets are defined in terms of CMYK. This
is useful for some studies but not for all.
Instead of using an “evenly spaced” sampling of colors,
how about using a set of samples that statistically represent important colors such as skin tones, blue sky, green
grass, wood, metal, cloth, etc. These are the colors that
really matter.

• Study repeatability of a system by comparing a
series of prints made under calibrated conditions.
• Assess spatial uniformity on a press sheet by printing the same target in more than one location, and
then show the ∆E differences between these printed
targets.
• Study the differences between ∆E*ab and ∆E*00.
• Study the effect of the light source when taking digital photographs.

Also, consider this: when using a*b* and L*C* charts
to study gamut capability of a system where a* and b*
values range from 0 to 100, many resulting colors are
not only out of gamut, but also non real colors. They are
outside the horseshoe of the CIE x, y chromaticity diagram. It can be very misleading to use such colors to test
real world systems. Therefore again, the question arises
what test targets should be used for such studies.

References

Notice that in the paper by Zolan in this publication6,
two test targets were used to compare a proof and a press
print. The two test targets were 1. the Stepped Granger
Rainbow, which is an sRGB EPS file, defined in terms of
Hue angle, Saturation, and Brightness; and 2. the Ugra/
Fogra Media Wedge which samples the corners and
edges of the gamut in terms of CMYK. Interestingly, the
∆E values found for the Media Wedge are about seven
times larger than on the Granger Rainbow. One explanation for this is the observation that, when the RGB
Rainbow file is converted to CMYK using the printer
profile, the brightest and most saturated colors in RGB
do not convert to CMYK values that are 100%! In other
words, the sRGB colors of the Rainbow are well inside
the output gamut, and therefore show smaller ∆E deviations. Therefore again, the choice of test target makes a
great difference in the results obtained. More work will
have to be done in this area.

3
Lingjun Kong (2003). The Effect of Sample Backing
on the Accuracy of Color Measurement, Test Targets v. 3.1,
RIT School of Print Media Publication, pp. 17-20.

Here are some different ways
GRAPHING.EPS file could be used:

in

which

the

2
Robert Chung and Yoshikazu Shimamura (2001).
Quantitative Analysis of Pictorial Color Image Difference,
2001 TAGA Proceedings, pp. 333-345.

4
Somika Shetty (2003). Role of Image Content in
Objective Color Matching, Test Targets v. 3.1, RIT School of
Print Media Publication, pp. 29-32.
5
NPES, Section 7.1 Random sampling of SCID
images from Minutes of CGATS SC3 TF1 – Objective Color
Matching, a meeting held October 30-31, 2002, Chaparral
Suites, Mesa, AZ. NPES document CGATS/SC3/TF1 N 021.
6
Gregory Zolan (2004). Analysis of Prooﬁng Using the
Ugra/FOGRA Media Wedge and Stepped Granger Rainbow,
Test Targets v. 4.0, RIT School of Print Media Publication, pp.
52-56.
7
Tiago Costa (2004). Color Reproduction using
Hexachrome and CMYK, Test Targets v. 4.0, RIT School of
Print Media Publication, pp. 44-47.
8
Tiago Costa (2004). Effect of GCR and TAC in
Color Gamut Volume, Test Targets v. 4.0, RIT School of Print
Media Publication, pp. 10-15.

• Use a test target that is defined in terms of CIELab,
and output it on a profiled printer. GRAPHING.EPS
can then be used to compare the source Lab to the
measured Lab values on the print.
• Use two different profiling systems (e.g.,
GretagMacbeth, X-Rite/Monaco, Fuji ColourKit, etc.)
for a given output device to see how they differ.
• Use different settings when making profiles to see
how they affect images (e.g., Total Area Coverage,
black maximum, GCR setting)8.
• Verify how well a proof matches a press print6.
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A New Tool for Quantitative Comparison of Color Differences

Future work

1
Fisch, Richard and Bartels, Sharon. (1999). A
Colorimetric Test for Reﬂection CMYK Colorant Output,
1999 TAGA Proceedings, pp. 204-215.

Effect of GCR and TAC in Color Gamut Volume
by Tiago Costa

Keywords
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Abstract
This study analyzes the influence of Gray Component
Replacement (GCR) and Total Area Coverage (TAC) in
a color-managed workflow. ICC profiles include information to match color, and to compensate for dot gain
and black generation. Such investigation is significant,
because the achievement of good color reproduction
depends on a good balance of all four process colors.
One of the reasons is that all four colors are necessary to
obtain sufficient darkness in the shadow areas. In other
words, CMYK makes a richer black than printing black
alone. However, if too much ink is used, it can cause
operational problems, such as drying. Such problem
can be avoided by finding the ideal balance of inks.
The profiling software allows the users to set specific or
pre-set definitions of GCR and TAC. In this experiment,
it was concluded the TAC parameter has influence on
the reproducible color gamut volume, but only on the
midtone to shadow range. The GCR parameter does not
appear to have a significant impact on color gamut.

Introduction
It is possible to reproduce all colors only using CMY,
but black needs to be used to improve dark areas,
and to make images sharper (Sharma, 2003, p. 248).
Theoretically, the maximum amount of ink in a 4color process is 400%, but in practice that is never the
best choice. When trying to produce the darkest black
for a given process, adding some CMY to 100% black
increases the density, when compared to solid black by
itself. However, it is not necessary to add 100% of CMY
to get the maximum obtainable density. The TAC test
target is used to determine the minimum amount of
CMY necessary to obtain the highest density in a given
printing system. Adding more CMY only increases
problems with ink drying and offsetting. SWOP, SNAP,
or GRACoL have different TAC requirements. When
profiling, test targets such as the TAC test target used in
this publication are used to visually determine the ideal
amount CMYK that provides a reasonable darkness.
When dealing with pictorial content there are parameters, such as GCR and UCR, that can be used to balance
ink usage. This type of setting balances the usage of CMY
ink with appropriate amounts of black in to minimize
total area coverage (TAC), while in theory maintaining
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color appearance. In a color-managed workflow, these
variables are set in the profiling stage. Does it drastically
impact the appearance of an image? Or is it irrelevant?
These are the questions to be discussed.

Literature Review
Gray Component Replacement (GCR), Under Color
Removal (UCR), and Total Area Coverage (TAC) are
often, if not always, discussed in color management
literature when covering output profiles. It is often
mentioned that GCR should not have influence in the
appearance of the image, and therefore should not
have influence in the gamut volume either. Many of
those literatures describe useful software tools, such as
CHROMiX ColorThink, that can give a 3-dimensional
rendered image of a profile’s gamut, with the possibility of comparing with other profiles and/or pictures.
Literature that discusses the influence of these parameters on color gamut volume was not found.

Methodology
This section is divided in two section, which describe
the procedure to build profiles for the Heidelberg
Sunday 2000, and the procedure followed to test gamut
volume differences between the profiles.
Profiling the press
Using the resources available at RIT’s Color Management
Systems (CMS) Laboratory, profiles were built for the
Heidelberg Sunday 2000 web offset press. Since this
edition of the Test Targets publication was printing
in FM screening for the first time, there were three
press runs for calibration, profiling, and testing. The
GretagMacbeth’s profiling package ProfileMaker 4.1.5
was used to build all the profiles based on their profiling
target for CMYK printers (Figure 1). Based on the best
sheet from the Test Targets’ calibration press run, which
resulted from a press run analysis conducted by the
students in the Advanced Color Management class, the
CMYK test chart was measured using GretagMacbeth’s
Spectroscan. The resulting set of CIE Lab data was used
to build four profiles. Gretag’s software allows the user
to set specific black generation settings, as well as GCR
settings from several pre-settings in the application.
Based on the results from the profiling press run that
included a TAC test form, two distinct TAC settings
were chosen. The GCR settings used represent two
extremes, which help to better illustrate their influence
in color gamut volume.

Test Targets 4.0

Figure 1: GretagMacbeth’s profiling target.

Figure 3: Hue angles diagram.

Table 1 summarizes the settings of each profile built:
CMYK Black Point

Max
Black

C

M

Y

K

GRC1_TAC217.icc
GRC1_TAC321.icc
GRC4_TAC217.icc
GRC4_TAC321.icc

0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100

45
79
45
79

36
73
36
73

36
69
36
69

100
100
100
100

There are two ways of analyzing the profiles’ color
gamut volume difference. One is by looking at the Ato-B tag, by using profile inspection software packages,
such as CHROMiX ColorThink, already mentioned in
the Literature Review section. The second way is to print
a set of targets, which tests the B-to-A tag of the profiles,
and measure the color differences of the resulting prints.

Table 1: Profiles’ CMYK and black generation settings

Testing gamut volume
To test color gamut volume differences between the four
Sunday 2000 profiles on the B-to-A tag, the test target
LC_Slices_8Hues.tif (Figure 2) was printed during the
testing press run. Those targets are a set of patches with
various CIE Lab values on eight different hue angles
(Figure 3).
The test target is an Lab file. It was opened in Adobe
Photoshop and converted from Lab color space, to each
of the CMYK profiles for the Sunday 2000 web press
with absolute colorimetric rendering intent. The printed
targets were then measured with the GretagMacbeth
Spectroscan, and the resulting CIE Lab data saved as
text files to be compared with each other.

Figure 4: Gamut volume comparison in ColorThink.

Figure 4 illustrates how a visual comparison can be
made via CHROMiX ColorThink. The profiles, with
different TAC and GCR, were compared using this
tool, but there were not any perceptible differences
between the profiles. In fact, all profiles look the same.
The B-to-A test was conducted by printing the L*C*
slices and measuring them from the press sheet. The
results were different from expected. It was anticipated
to find significant differences between profiles with
distinct TAC settings, and it was not expected to find
significant differences between profiles with different
GCR settings.

Figure 2: Test target used with numbered hue angles.

It was verified that the profiles with different TAC only
differed on the darkest area of the gamut, but not in any
other areas. There is gamut clipping occurring on the
light TAC, because there is less CMYK ink to provide
the necessary darkness for the reproduction.
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Profile Name

Black
Start

Results
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There were also some significant colorimetric differences
between the profiles with the same TAC but with different GCR settings. However, that deviation is not due to
a difference between the profiles. It was due to a difference of density between the top and bottom sides of the
press sheet. When making the layout of the test form,
the fact that the two pages should print on the same side
of the paper was overlooked. Although, in a previous
experiment by the author (unpublished), it was found
that there are not any significant colorimetric differences
between profiles with different GCR parameters.

Discussion

Effect of GCR and TAC in Color Gamut Volume

Color difference between the ICC profiles can be analyzed in two different perspectives. One is based on
simple human perception, and the other is the colorimetric analysis.
Visual differences between profiles
All the measurements made are represented by
numbers. But human perception does not see numbers. Human perception see colors, and often is
affected by the way colors interact with each other.
To demonstrate visual differences between images
with various TAC and GCR settings, let’s look at
Figure 5. It contains images in a tabular format.
The first column is a test image with all separations
together — as one would normally see an image. The
second column is the same image without the black
separation, only the CMY separations. The third column
is the black separation of the image. Each row contains
the images with each of the four profiles tested.
When first looking at the page, the images that jump
forward are those with the CMY separations only,
because of differences they have between them under
different profiles. They help to demonstrate how an
image relies more or less on cyan, magenta, and yellow
to achieve the necessary darkness to the shadow areas.
Notice that the GCR 1 images use more CMY ink than
the GCR 4 images. The variation between the GCR 1
images and the GCR 4 images is the TAC setting. While
on the TAC 217 images the dark areas are fairly gray,
the TAC 321 images are much darker. Looking at the
black separation column, one can see how the image is
going to be compensated with the black separation. On
the TAC 217 images, there is more black being used than
on the TAC 321 images. But notice how much less black
is used on the GCR 1 than on the correspondent GCR 4
image. Analyzing the CMYK images, one can see that
there are not much difference between images with different GCR settings. This is the way GCR should work.
It should compensate the usage of less CMY inks with
appropriate amounts of black without changing the
12

image’s appearance. The difference is mostly noticeable between the images with different TAC settings.
TAC 217 reproduces an image more washed out, with
less contrast, while TAC 321 reproduces a darker image
with much better contrast and sharpness.
In conclusion, the visual difference is much more noticeable between images with different TAC, and between
images with different GCR. However, both of these
black generation settings affect the neutrality of the
shadows and neutral areas. On one hand, some neutral
areas of the image, such as the gray cloth or the gray
chair, are noticeably less neutral on the GCR 1 images,
which rely less on black. One the other hand, On press,
this can become a problem, because the press crew
might have to make several color adjustments to obtain
the desired neutrality.
Colorimetric differences between profiles
The colorimetric analysis in this study was done on
eight different hue angles for each of the four profiles,
resulting in 32 graphs. Because of space limitation, not
all graphs are included in this article. Only a selected
set are used to illustrate the gamut volume differences
between TAC settings.
Table 2 summarizes the ∆E values that resulted from
the colorimetric difference between profiles with different TAC, but the same GCR. The highest ∆E values
result mostly from the deviation in the darkest patches
from the test target, whereas the smallest values result
from the lightest patches. This can be explained by the
different amounts of CMYK that are used in TAC 217
and TAC 321, which translates respectively on lighter
patches on the first TAC than on the second.

Table 2: ∆E data summary in eight hue angles.

To appreciate those deviations, it is easier to analyze
the graphs for some of that data. For example, Figures 6
through 13 display the differences between two TAC settings, with the same GCR setting, for certain hue angles.
Notice that in all graphs the lowest L* value of TAC 321 is
closer to 10 than TAC 217, meaning that TAC 217 is never
as dark as TAC 321. This occurs in all hue angles.
Also, we observe that for certain hue angles, such as
hue angles 6 and 7, there is a tendency for some gamut

Test Targets 4.0

CMY separation

Black separation

Image courtesy of GATF

Sunday 2000 GCR4 TAC321

Sunday 2000 GCR4 TAC217

Effect of GCR and TAC in Color Gamut Volume

Sunday 2000 GCR1 TAC321

Sunday 2000 GCR1 TAC217

CMYK image

Figure 5: Separations of a reference color image with various GCR and TAC settings.
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clipping to occur between L* 50 and L* 10. For certain
points, GCR 1 provides wider gamut than GCR 4, which
means that as black comes in to compensate for CMY, it
cannot provide the colorfulness of CMY inks.

Effect of GCR and TAC in Color Gamut Volume

Even though the TAC and GCR parameters can be
defined in the profiling stage, the black reproduction
does not always match the values defined. The left
column in Figure 5 contains the four separations from
the image. A red circle defines a shadow area that was
measured to verify if the profiles accurately reproduced
black as it was defined for each profile. The fact it that
the measurement made in Photoshop using the eyedropper tool confirms that the values are not the same
as those defined in the black generation parameters.
Comparing Tables 1 and 3, it is possible to verify those
differences.
Profile Name
GRC1_TAC217.icc
GRC1_TAC321.icc
GRC4_TAC217.icc
GRC4_TAC321.icc

CMYK of the shadow
C

M

Y

K

Total
Ink

54
82
46
80

47
67
37
64

48
67
39
65

80
91
91
94

230
307
213
303

Table 3: CMYK values of the darkest shadow in the image.

Figure 6:
Data plot
GCR1 TAC 217
vs
GCR1 TAC 321
Hue angle 1.

Figure 7:
Data plot
GCR4 TAC 217
vs
GCR4 TAC 321
Hue angle 1.

If the RGB-to-CMYK conversion is made using absolute
colorimetric rendering intent, the CMYK values of the
darkest shadow are exactly the same as those defined
when constructing the profiles.

Conclusions
In terms of colorimetry, several conclusions can be
drawn. For example, even though the test targets were
converted to CMYK via absolute colorimetric rendering intent, there is color variation of those colors inside
the reproducible gamut. In most cases, the deviation
is greater on the GCR 4 profiles, because of the CMY
compensation occurring. But even though colors are ingamut, why is there such color deviation? This indicates
a weakness of the profiling algorithm.
Another conclusion drawn in this study is that an ICC
profile with a lighter TAC parameter clips color on the
darker side of the color gamut. In this experiment, the
lighter TAC used, is much lighter than it should be in
a normal situation. The intention was to compare two
extremes to illustrate the difference. If the two TAC
parameters were closer the gamut difference would
have been smaller. In a normal situation, the choice of
TAC should be made based on the CMYK combination
that achieves the highest density with the least amount
of ink, meaning that from that point on adding ink does
not increase the density.
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Figure 8:
Data plot
GCR1 TAC 217
vs
GCR1 TAC 321
Hue angle 3.

Figure 9:
Data plot
GCR4 TAC 217
vs
GCR4 TAC 321
Hue angle 3.

Test Targets 4.0

Figure 10:
Data plot
GCR1 TAC 217
vs
GCR1 TAC 321
Hue angle 6.

Figure 12:
Data plot
GCR1 TAC 217
vs
GCR1 TAC 321
Hue angle 7.

Furthermore, GCR settings do not influence color
gamut volume, but it can cause drastic color deviations
in certain type of images, because black cannot replace
the colorfulness of the CMY inks. However, this phenomenon can be related to the mathematical calculations inside ICC profiles.
Even though the profiles may be built using certain
black generation parameters, the reproduction might
not be exactly as defined, because of the rendering
intent chosen when making the conversion. Absolute
colorimetric produces the same CMYK values, while
relative produces different values. Therefore, in relative rendering intent, the resulting CMYK values of the
shadow areas may also deviate in terms of neutrality.
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Figure 13:
Data plot
GCR4 TAC 217
vs
GCR4 TAC 321
Hue angle 7.
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Figure 11:
Data plot
GCR4 TAC 217
vs
GCR4 TAC 321
Hue angle 6.

In the profiling stage, TAC parameter is a decision must
be made based on the type of work to be used on. In
high quality job, richer blacks are desirable. On lower
quality jobs, if the black is not as richer as possible is
often not an issue. Although, this does not mean that on
higher quality works it is desirable to have very high
TAC, because that can lead to serious problems in output, and most conventional presses cannot handle it.

Comparison of Color Gamut and Amplitude Responses
Between AM and FM Screening
by Wiphut Janjomsuke

Keywords
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Abstract
Analysis of press sheets from the first and second
Heidelberg Sunday 2000 test runs for the publication
of Test Targets 4.0 found that frequency modulated (FM)
screening or stochastic screening produced a larger
color gamut than conventional amplitude modulated
screening when using the same inks, substrate, and
press. However, FM screening generated more dot gain
and had a smaller gamut at the low L* areas.

Introduction
Since the plan was to publish Test Target 4.0 using
stochastic screening, it represented an opportunity to
evaluate the differences between FM and AM screening technology. In this study, the FM sample sheet was
selected from the second press-run on the Heidelberg
Sunday 2000. It was then compared to the AM sample
sheet, which was selected from the first press-run. To
study the difference between two screening technologies, amplitude response (dot area vs. density), dot
gain, and color gamut were measured and calculated.

Literature Review
Kipphan (2001) defines amplitude modulated screening
as periodic screening that simulates continuous tones by
using individual dots that are spaced the same distance
apart, but have different diameters and shape (periodic
screening). He further defines frequency modulated
screening as simulating continuous tones by using individual dots having the same diameter with varying
distances (non-periodic screening) (p.92).
AM and FM screening have different amplitude
response when printed on an offset press. Chung and
Ma (1995) state, “For a common film input, differences
in dot gain during presswork will result in different
tone reproduction” (p. 323). Performing tests with an
IT8.7/3 characterization target, Chung and Ma take this
difference a step further, stating that the use of transfer
curves in the plate making process can be used to match
the tone reproduction of AM and FM screened targets.
Additionally, transfer curves could be used not only to
modify tone reproduction, they could be used to modify
the larger gamut of FM screening to fit within the gamut
of AM screening (p. 328).
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Rosenberg and Paul (1999) determined that “compared
to the conventionally screened prints, areas of equal
tone value showed a higher chroma and/or lightness
when FM–screened especially in the midtone range”
(p. 595). Additionally, they found that an increase in AM
screening frequency caused a similar effect; therefore, it
was concluded that dot size was the variable causing
the change in chroma and lightness. It is known that a
higher ink ﬁlm thickness reduces L* values. Rosenberg
and Paul contend that AM dots are darker in the center
of the dot than the edge, thereby reducing L*, and since
FM dots are smaller the ink build up and darkening
effect is reduced (pp. 597-598). They go on to say that the
ink ﬁlm at the nip for larger dots splits at several points
within the dot, and as dot size is reduced the number of
ink splitting points is reduced, thereby transferring less
ink in a more even manner to the substrate (p. 604).
Previous research supports the fact that FM exhibits a
different tone reproduction curve than AM, which, in
turn, alters the gamut of the reproduction. This increased
gamut can be taken advantage of, or compensated for
using transfer curves, to produce consistent results with
both types of screening.

Methodology
Initially, AM sample sheets were collected from the
Sunday 2000 test run on February 23, 2004. The FM
sample sheets were collected from the Sunday 2000
test run on March 19, 2004. All samples were to be collected after solid ink density and dot gain were within
SWOP tolerance. In total, 50 sample sheets from the
AM and FM press runs were to be collected at 30-second intervals. From these samples, dot gain, solid ink
density deviation, and midtone spread of each sample
is to be measured and compared to SWOP aim points.
Subsequently, each sample is to be rated based on a
demerit system that takes into account the aforementioned variables. The best sheet of each method of
screening will be the one with the fewest number of
demerits.
Using an IT8.7/3 target, shown in Figure 1, densitometric measurements will be used to measure the amplitude
response of each type of screening. Density measurements of the black, cyan, magenta, and yellow patches
of both AM and FM screening targets will be made. (All
patches C to F columns and all rows). Measured data
for AM and FM screening will then be plotted using the
Excel 3_Press_Sheet (v3.x).xls template.
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less than for FM screening. For example, at the 50 percent dot area the maximum dot gain for AM screening is
approximately 18 to 20 percent, while for FM screening
the dot gain is approximately 25 to 33 percent.

Comparison of Color Gamut and Amplitude Responses Between AM and FM Screening

Figure 1: IT8/7-3 Test Target.

Comparisons of AM and FM screening can be obtained
by ICC profiles from best sheets. To generate ICC
profiles, GretagMacbeth ProfileMaker software package will be used. It is important that both profiles are
created with the same GCR settings to fairly compare
the characteristics of both AM and FM screening. Black
ink will be started at 5% dot area. Maximum Cyan,
Magenta, Yellow, and Black ink will be 83%, 63%, 58%,
and 95% respectively, and the total area coverage will be
set at 300%. Subsequently, results from the characterized
press runs will be analyzed by examining amplitude
response, dot gain, and L*C* plots. Additionally, using
both profiles, the gamut differences between AM and
FM screening will be analyzed by using the 3D plotting
feature in CHROMiX ColorThink software.

Figure 2: Amplitude response of AM and FM screening.

Results
Amplitude response
The amplitude response of AM and FM screening is
shown in Figure 2. This graph shows the relationship
between percent dot area and density of each of the
primary colors. From Figure 2 it can be observed that
the solid ink density between AM and FM screening is
closely matched, and midtone densities of FM screening
are higher than AM screening. Consequently, printed
FM images will have darker midtones than their AM
counterparts.
A comparison between the dot gain curves of AM and
FM screening is shown in Figure 3. AM dot gain is represented by solid color lines, and FM dot gain is represented by dotted lines. From this graph, it can be observed
that the maximum percent dot gain for AM screening is

Figure 3: AM and FM dot gain.

In general, FM screening exhibits greater dot gain than
AM screening. This is because FM screening, unlike
AM screening, uses dots that are all the same size.
Consequently, the total perimeter of the dots in FM
screening is greater than the equivalent area in AM
screening. Since dot gain can only occur at the boundary between where a dot ends and the unprinted substrate begins, FM screening exhibits more dot gain than
AM screening.
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Color gamut
The comparison between the color gamuts of AM and
FM screening, based on their respective profiles is
shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Figure 4 shows a L*C*
slice of the difference in gamut of cyan between AM
and FM screening on the Sunday 2000 web press. As
noted in the literature review, FM is more chromatic in
the higher L* values. Figure 5 is a 3D comparison of AM
and FM profiles that were created for the Sunday 2000
press. The solid portion of the plot is the gamut of the
AM profile, and the wire frame portion of the plot is the
gamut of the FM profile. The larger gamut in the cyan
area of the 3D plot confirms the experimental results of
the L*C* slice in Figure 4. Referring to Figure 4, it can
also be seen that AM screening has a slightly larger
gamut in the lower L* values.

Since FM dots are the same size, it can be hypothesized
that the increase in gamut in the higher L* values is due
to the increased dot gain of FM screening. Furthermore,
it could be hypothesized that since FM dots cluster, and
therefore join together, at lower screening percentages
than AM dots, FM screening would exhibit a smaller
gamut in the lower L* areas compared to AM screening.

Discussion
Visual verification
To visually compare color gamut between AM and FM
screening an untagged RGB test image was used. Figure
6 shows the GATF RGB test image (7125_10) that was
used for comparison. This image was chosen because it
had a light sky area and a dark land area, and therefore,
it could display the gamut differences between AM and
FM screening.

Figure 6: GATF 7125-10 test target.
Figure 4: Gamut slice comparison of cyan.

Figure 5: 3D gamut comparison.
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The gamut warning in Photoshop was used to examine
the difference in gamut between AM and FM screening. Photoshop’s default CMYK workspace was set to
the profile for AM screening on the Sunday 2000 press.
Then, the RGB test image was opened, assigned Adobe
RGB workspace, and the gamut warning was turned
on. RGB colors that would be out of gamut in the AM
profile workspace were displayed as gray. Next, the
default CMYK workspace was changed to the Sunday
2000 FM profile, and the RGB image was viewed again.
Figures 7 and 8 show that there would be less out of
gamut colors in the lighter areas of the image if the
default CMYK workspace was the Sunday 2000 FM
profile. This confirms that FM screening would provide
a larger gamut in the lighter areas of the image.

Test Targets 4.0

The left side of the image was created with FM screening, using a profile created from a FM press run. The
two halves of the image are expected to match closely,
so no one would notice the screening difference until he
or she reads the caption, or examines the image with a
magnifier.
Figure 7: AM out-of-gamut area.

Conclusion

Figure 8: FM out-of-gamut area.

Likewise, there was a small improvement in the gamut
of the darker areas of the RGB image when it was viewed
using the Sunday 2000 AM profile. However, as Figures
9 and 10 show the improvement was small enough that
the result in the darker areas was inconclusive.

Further study is recommended to explore the reasons
why AM and FM screening behave differently in the
highlight and shadow regions of printed images.
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Figure 10: FM out-of-gamut area.

Printing AM and FM Images
Matching tone and color reproduction between AM
and FM screening can be accomplished through the use
of transfer curves, or through the use of ICC profiles.
For example, the right side of the image of the Gannett
courtyard on pages 62 and 63 was created with AM
screening using a profile created from an AM press run.
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This study presents interesting questions about the
change in color gamut that takes place when using AM
or FM screening. This study hypothesized that compared to AM screening, FM screening increased image
gamut in lighter areas, while slightly decreasing image
gamut in the darker areas.

Analysis of Ink Dry Down For Hexachrome Inks
For Sheetfed Offset Printing
by Nattawan Techavichien

Keywords
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Abstract
Sheetfed inks dry mainly by absorption and oxidation.
It usually takes 24 hours to completely dry. This study
tests the dry down behavior of sheetfed ink from the
first minute that the sheet is pulled out from the press.
Each ink has a different amount of dry down. To compensate for ink dry down, wet aim must be set for solid
density at the beginning to accomplish the final result
of solid density value which conforms to the standard
after the ink dries.

Introduction
Drying is one of the issues of lithographic printing. It is
easy to make an ink that dries faster, but if it dries too
fast, then it dries on the rollers. Using a drier such as UV
or IR dries the ink on the paper instead of on the rollers.
For decades, the printing industry has been trying to
find the solution to speedier drying. New types of ink
and paper are introduced, yet the dry down behavior
still remains. This study is designed to show the ink dry
down of one ink set on a sheetfed lithographic press.

Literature Review
Oller (2002) stated that “The past few years have seen
a flurry of development in sheetfed-ink technologies,
all aiming to meet the challenge of changing pressroom
trends,” (p. 32). In the same article, John Vogel, vice
president, national accounts, Flint Ink (Ann Arbor, MI)
Commercial Division said “We’re seeing shorter runs
requiring quicker turnaround. Printers are influenced
on how soon they have to get a job printed and out the
door. They need a product that will dry quicker and not
give them issues in finishing,” (Oller, 2002, p. 32).
A crucial property of ink is drying quality. With sheetfed inks, there are two stages in the drying process.
According to International Paper Company (2004),
sheetfed inks dry mainly by absorption and oxidation.
Absorption is the process of the solvent penetrating into
the paper which the ink sets. Ink setting is the removal
of the solvent from the ink ﬁlm by absorption into the
stock. This raises the viscosity of the ink. Oxidation is
the process in which oxygen crosslinks with the oils
and varnishes in the ink to form a solid. When ink has
hardened, the vehicle has completely solidified on the
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paper surface and will not transfer. The time it takes for
liquid ink to harden to a solid state is called the drying
time. Ink hardening (drying) is accomplished over a
longer period of time, normally up to 24 hours. As the
ink dries, the surface becomes rougher and, under normal conditions, the density is lowered by the increase in
surface reflections.
Kipphan (2001) stated that one problem with offset printing is that the ink is usually not sufficiently dry after
printing. This is the reason why immediate processing
and finishing of printed sheets is difficult to implement
(p. 356). To prevent ink setoff for sheetfed printing, often
there is a fine powder sprayed on the finished print in
the delivery stack. It is a challenge facing ink manufacturers to develop and bring about new ink systems for
speedier drying (Kipphan, 2001, pp. 356-357).
Since the densitometer illuminates the ink surface vertically and views the reflected light at 45° the density
measured approaches the true diffuse density of the
body of the ink. A wet ink film will have less diffuse
reflectance than a dry ink film. Consequently, as the
ink film dries, its diffuse density drops. It is generally
agreed that polarization filters exhibit less difference
in density measurements between a wet and a dry
ink film, by removing the difference between the surface reflections of the wet and the dry ink film (Tobias
Associates, Inc., n.d.). Because a polarizing densitometer was not available, this aspect of ink dry down was
not investigated.

Methodology
The Heidelberg Speedmaster sheetfed offset lithographic press at the Rochester Institute of Technology was
used to print the cover of this Test Targets publication
version 4.0. The first calibration run was on April 21,
2004, the second run was on April 28, 2004, and the final
production run was on May 12, 2004. They were printed
using the 6-color Hexachrome process from Pantone,
Inc. Here is the ink and paper information:
Sunchemical Ink: OSSF Hexachrome Cyan Blue , O/S
Hexachrome Magenta, OSSF Hexachrome Yellow,
Hexachrome Orange, OSSF Hexachrome Green, OSSF
Process Black.
After the press OK was achieved, one sheet was pulled
and the X-Rite Auto-Tracking Spectrophotometer was
used to measure the color bar that consisted of 6 solid
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color patches for each ink key. Altogether 19 ink keys
were scanned, and the actual average density value of
each ink was collected for analysis. For each run, the
readings were taken approximately at 1, 10, 15, 20, 30,
45, 60, 120, 1000 minutes, then the value was recorded
in the Excel template to plot the graph of density values against time in log scale. The dry down value is
calculated from the value of the solid density as first
measured minus the final solid density.

The purpose of the second run was to test images with
profiles. After the first run it was found that all inks dry
back significantly. Taking into account ink dry down,
wet aim densities were set higher than the dry aim. The
same measurement procedure was applied with the second run, but this time orange, using the blue filter, and
green ink, using the red filter, were included.

Results
Table 2: Second run dry down values.

Table 1: First run dry down values.

Figure 2: Second run ink dry down on April 28, 2004.

As Table 2 above shows, orange and magenta inks have
the highest dry down of more than 0.30. Relative to the
aim values, most inks were close except green, which
had been over compensated.
Figure 2 shows ink dry down for the second run. Notice
that the aim value lines are under the actual solid density because of precompensation. Surprisingly, for the
second run, magenta and orange dry down was much
higher than for the first run.
Figure 1: First run ink dry down on April 21, 2004.

Table 1 shows ink dry down and how much it deviates
from the aim value. Magenta ink has the most severe
drop from the initial value. Cyan ink dry down is relatively high. Yellow ink dries back less, and black ink
dries down the least. Relative to the dry aim, magenta
shows the most deviation, yellow and black gives the
same value. As shown in Figure 1. The dashed straight
lines represent the aim value while the dropping lines
represent the solid density measured at corresponding
time. Apparently, all inks decline in the same pattern.
Most of the dry down takes place in the first 2 hours,
but some further change may still take place up to after
24 hours.

The third run is the final production run. The dry down
values from the second run were used to set the wet
aims.
Because the ink levels had to be set lower on the side of
the sheet, instead of taking the actual average value of
solid density across the whole sheet as we did in previous run, we only recorded ink key seven where the values were close to the aim point (except for black which
was on the dark side only for that key).

Table 3: Third run dry down values.
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The first press run was for calibration and profiling.
In theory, the first run should have defined the printing condition that is going to be used for the following
runs. It was not known how much dry down to expect,
therefore, the initial wet aim values were set to Pantone
dry status T densities. For the first run, it was not understood how to read the densities of the orange and green
ink with the X-Rite Auto-Tracking Spectrophotometer;
therefore, only CMYK densities are reported.
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Figure 5: Relative Hexachrome ink dry down 2nd run.

Figure 3: Third run ink dry down.

Table 3 shows the final run. Again magenta and orange
have the highest value at 0.20. Black, cyan, yellow, and
green have relatively small dry down values compared
to magenta and orange. Relative to the aim values, cyan,
yellow, and green reached the dry aim value at the
end. Orange, magenta, and black remain higher value
toward the end.
Trying to compensate and achieve the result of dry aim
value at the end, Figure 3 shows the third run ink dry
down which reflects the second run estimation. As the
ink dry down less than the second run unexpectedly,
orange and magenta remain high value at the end. Black
is higher than the aim since the start because the ink key
measured happened to be on the high side for black ink.

Discussion
Table 4 shows relative dry down values for all three
runs. The data indicates that the second run has much
higher dry down than the first and third run. Figures
4, 5 and 6 show the detail in graphical format. The
solid density relative to the beginning measured value
toward the end. In each of the three runs, orange and
magenta ink dried down the most, while black and yellow dried down the least.

Figure 6: Relative Hexachrome ink dry down 3rd run.

Conclusion
Ink dry down must be known at the device calibration
phase of the color management process. It takes up to 24
hours for ink to be dried thoroughly. Inks dry the most
during the first 2 hours, and then continue to gradually
drop another 0.01 to 0.02 over the next few hours. Not
all inks have the same dry down, for that reason dry
down has to be determined experimentally. The fact that
both the orange and the magenta ink had the largest
dry down, might be related to the fact that both inks are
fluorescent. However, this is only a hypothesis because
yellow also had some fluorescence and did not dry down
as much.
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Abstract
Process control is a precursor to successful color management. For effective color management an output
device needs to be in a stable and repeatable condition.
The purpose of this study was to examine the variation
of a digital output device, and compare it to the stability
of an offset press running to a known standard.
Previous experimentation measured the capability of
the Heidelberg Sunday 2000 web offset press, at the
Print Applications Laboratory of the Rochester Institute
of Technology, to stay within SWOP inking specifications.
In contrast, there are no industry-wide specifications for
digital printers. Therefore, this study had three objectives. First, this study sought to determine the stability
of a digital printer. Second, this study compared the
temporal variation of a digital printer to the Sunday
2000 web offset press. Third, the study examined
whether SWOP specifications were suitable for a digital
printing device.

Introduction
To assess the temporal consistency of an output device,
solid ink density (SID), dot gain and midtone spread
need to be measured. Using these metrics, the capability of the printing process can be determined. Similar
to offset presses, digital printers are calibrated by measuring SID and tonal reproduction. Therefore, the same
methodology can be applied to measure the variance of
a digital printer.

copies per hour. The sampling plan for the DocuColor
entailed outputting one sample every 20 minutes until a
total of thirty samples were collected. First, it was decided for the sample size to be the same as the Sunday 2000
to make an even comparison. Second, it was important
to pull samples from the DocuColor for an entire working day after initial device calibration. A limiting factor
was that the DocuColor could not be used exclusively
for testing. In the interval between sampling other work
needed to be output. Working within this limitation,
any short-term variation will be noted.

Literature Review
Before starting any press test, the specifications for the
test run must be communicated to all parties involved.
Chung and Shimamura (2001) present a well-designed
press run organizer to record all important information
about the test run. The organizer describes the test form,
the platemaking process, the press and materials condition, the ink and paper specifications, and the printing specifications. Complete documentation is critical
because it allows the test run to be repeatable thereby
increasing the validity of the research.
A production process, without assignable variation,
assumes a distribution curve representing the random
variation of the process. Within this random variation
99.7% of the process should fall within six standard
deviations of the mean of the process. Wheeler and
Chambers (1992) note that even if the distribution of the
process departs widely from normality, points outside
six standard deviations (six sigma) are likely to be due
to assignable causes (p. 76).

It is important to understand that conformance of any
printer to SWOP specifications does not ensure the colorimetric accuracy of a printing device. However, conformance to SWOP specifications does indicate that the
device is calibrated to an accepted industry standard.
The measurement of temporal consistency starts with
a planned press run and sample collection method.
The method used for sample collection on the Sunday
2000 was to pull one sample sheet every 30 seconds for
fifteen minutes while the press was running at a rate
of 38,000 impressions per hour. The DocuColor 2060
is a sheet fed digital printer that runs at a rate of 3,600

Figure 1: Six sigma range of process variation.

The capability of a process (CP) is deﬁned as the ability
of the process to stay within the tolerance speciﬁed.
Figure 1 illustrates a normally distributed process
whose random variation is within a speciﬁed tolerance.
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CP is the ratio of the variance of the process in relation
to the tolerance speciﬁed for the process. The CP index
is reduced when the tolerance of a printing process
becomes tighter, or the variation in a printing process
becomes greater. A CP of less than 1 indicates that some
of the process will fall outside of the tolerance.
(1)
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Standards for Web Offset Publications (SWOP) define
tolerances for web offset printing. SWOP states that the
tolerance for production SID should be within ±.10 of
the specified density (SWOP, pp. 27-29). Furthermore,
SWOP establishes TVI tolerances for the four process
colors at 50% the tonal value:
Yellow
Magenta
Cyan
Black

Target
18%
20%
20%
22%

Tolerance
15 – 24%
17 – 26%
17 – 26%
19 – 28%

CpK accounts for the distribution of the process, and
the mean of the distribution of the process compared to
the aim point. The farther the mean of the printing process is from the aim point, the less the CpK. If the CpK
is between 0 and 1, part of the printing process will fall
outside the tolerance, and if CpK is negative, the mean
of the distribution of the printing process falls outside
of the tolerance. The CpK of the printing process cannot
exceed the CP of the process (Chung and Shimamura,
2001, p. 4).
(3)

Color management is based on the assumption that the
sheet selected for profiling is representative of the printing process. The criteria for best press sheet selection is
the sheet whose CMYK solid ink density is closest to the
specified solid ink density aim points, has the smallest
total deviation from the specified dot gain, and has the
smallest midtone spread.

Methodology

Additionally, SWOP (2001) states “that in order to maintain gray balance the TVI of the three colors should not
differ by more than 4% from the target values” (p. 27).
SWOP uses the ISO definition of midtone spread to
measure gray balance. ISO 12647-1 (2002) defines midtone spread as:

(2)

The DocuColor 2060 was used for the following methodology.
1. Create and distribute a press run organizer for
the test run.
2. Design a test form containing solid and 50%
patches for each of the DocuColor’s process
colors. Additionally, add an ISO 300 image for
visual reference.
3. Calibrate the DocuColor 2060 according to the
manufacturer’s specifications.
4. Output one test form and measure the SID and dot
gain values. These values will be the reference
values for the DocuColor.
5. Output and number one sample sheet every 20 min.
6. Using the GretagMacbeth Spectrolino measure
the solid and 50% patches of each sample.
7. Enter the data into the RIT Temoral_CpK
(v3.4).xls template.
8. Report on the variation of SID, TVI, and mid
tone spread. Calculate the CP and CpK based
on SWOP standards.
9 . Compare results with those obtained from the
Sunday 2000 press FM screen run.
10. Comment on any visual difference in the ISO
image.

Results
During the first sampling period there was a sharp
difference between the seventh and ninth samples.
Upon investigation it was discovered that the raster
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image processor (RIP) had crashed, and on restart the
transfer curve that accompanies calibration was lost.
In response, DocuColor was recalibrated and sampling
was resumed.
Examining the Sunday 2000 press run, Table 1 shows
the CP index for the process colors are all greater than
one, indicating that the press is capable of maintain
SID within SWOP specifications. Also, the CpK indices
show that the Sunday 2000 is able to maintain inking
within SWOP aim points.

Considering that there was a twenty-minute gap
between each of the DocuColor samples, several scenarios are possible. The variation could have been due
to an assignable cause, such as the output of other jobs,
the device’s black toner replenishment system, or the
environmental conditions in the area.

Measuring the Variation of a Digital Printer

Figure 3: SID variation DocuColor 2060.

Figure 2: SID variation of Sunday 2000 press.

Table 2: DocuColor 2060 SID summary.

Table 1: Sunday 2000 SID summary.

Comparing Figure 2 to Figure 3 shows that the variation in SID is greater for the DocuColor 2060 than the
Sunday 2000 web press. Notably, the black variation in
samples 1 thru 29 demonstrates a different behavior that
is due to an assignable cause. The black printer of the
DocuColor described a cyclical variation from samples
1 to 29. Figure 3 for the DocuColor shows four sharp
drops in black density at samples 4, 8, 11, 17, and 20. It
is interesting that each drop is preceded by an increase
in density to approximately 0.20 over the aim point.

Table 2 shows the SID aim points for the DocuColor
2060 that were derived from the measurement of the
first sheet output immediately after device calibration,
along with summary statistics of the device output. The
CP indices of less than one for all colors except yellow
demonstrate that the DocuColor is not able to maintain
SID within SWOP specifications of ±.10. Furthermore,
the CpK of less than one for all the colors except yellow
indicates that the DocuColor 2060 does not stay within
±.10 of the DocuColor’s calibrated aimpoints.
It is possible that some of the variation in the
DocuColor is due to the output of work between samples. However, if this were the case it would mean that
the DocuColor does not return to its original state after
certain types of output.
Figures 4 and 5 plot the dot gain for the Sunday 2000
and the DocuColor 2060 over the sampling period.
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Table 3 shows that the variation of dot gain for the
Sunday 2000 web press was within SWOP tolerances of
±.10. Furthermore, the CpK of dot gain for the Sunday
2000 showed that part of the cyan and magenta dot gain
fell outside of SWOP aim points and tolerances. The
plates for the Sunday 2000 press run were made without transfer curves, and the dot gain measured is the
actual deviation of the press from SWOP standards.

It is reasonable to say that due to the time between
sampling, the DocuColor had greater variation than the
Sunday 2000, which accounted for a lower CpK index.
Figure 6 is a fishbone diagram of possible assignable
causes of variation in the DocuColor 2060.

Figure 5: Variation in dot gain of DocuColor 2060.

Figure 4: Variation in dot gain of Sunday 2000 press.

Table 4: DocuColor 2060 dot gain summary.

Table 3: Sunday 2000 dot gain summary.

In contrast to the plates made for the Sunday 2000 press
run, the DocuColor’s RIP applied transfer curves to
bring dot gain to zero. Table 4 shows that the DocuColor
exhibited variation in dot gain of more than ±.10 from
the DocuColor’s calibrated tolerances. Additionally, all
the CpK indicies of the DocuColor were less than 1 indicating that the output of the device did not stay completely within its calibrated aim points. Furthermore,
the negative CpK indices of the magenta and yellow dot
gain indicate that the mean of the distribution of the dot
gain for these colors was outside of tolerance.
Figure 6: Cause and effect diagram for DocuColor 2060.
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A visual comparison of the ISO 300 image included
in the test form confirmed the densitometric differences between the DocuColor and the Sunday 2000.
Figure 9 shows a simulation of each image. The upper
right slice is a representation of the Sunday 2000, with
20% dot gain at the midtone and the lower left slice is a
representation of the DocuColor 2060, with 0% dot gain
at the midtone.

Figure 7: Variation of midtone spread on Sunday 2000.

Based on the methodology used in this study, it would
be wise to calibrate any digital device before a color
critical job. Also, digital devices should be recalibrated
after any detectable process drift that could affect
color quality. It is important to understand since the
DocuColor 2060 is a non-continuous printing device, it
will exhibit more variation than the Sunday 2000 web
press. Therefore, conclusions should not be based on a
direct comparison of the two devices, but on the suitability of using the same methodology to measure the
variation of both devices.
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In summary, SWOP aim points are not suitable for the
DocuColor, but they provided a starting point that can
lead to the development of standardized digital print
specifications. Additional study should be conducted to
determine the degree of variation the DocuColor exhibits during a sustained press run.
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Abstract
When a film scanner is profiled, an IT8.7/1 target is
used. The target is factory imaged onto a piece of emulsion that is presumably the same as the emulsion used
for image capture. Using this workflow does not take
into account any of the characteristics of the scene.
Digital camera profiles are built using another target,
like the GretagMacbeth ColorChecker DC. The target is
placed into the scene, and profile is built that takes into
account the characteristics of the scene and the camera.
Using the ColorChecker DC profiling target for analog
(film/scanner) capture yields better results than just
using a stock IT8.7/1 target.

Introduction
In today’s workflows, accurate input profiles are important as they can affect color reproduction throughout
the rest of the production process.

Objective

ISO film speed. The still life was photographed in the
same relative exposures as for the digital camera.
The props for the still life were removed, and the
GretagMacBeth ColorChecker DC profiling target was
placed into the scene, and photographed with the same
set of exposure as the still life was. The lens was then
replaced onto the Fuji S1, and the ColorChecker DC was
photographed using the same exposures as the capture
of the digital still life images. The film capture images
were processed normally.
Step 2: Scanner Profiling
The IT8.7/1 target (Figure 1) was scanned with all of
the scanner controls turned off, and a standard scanner
profile was built. The IT8.7/1 is a target that has been
correctly imaged onto a piece of Ektachrome colorreversal film at the factory. The film-captured images
were scanned on a Nikon 8000 CoolScan; with everything turned off, i.e., all of the boxes were unchecked.
No adjustments were made to the images. To build
scanner/film profiles, based on the ColorChecker
DC target (Figure 2), the target was cropped and run
through the GretagMacbeth ProfileMaker Pro v4.1.5.

The point of this experiment was to determine if there
are significant differences between digitally captured
imagery and film/scanner capture of imagery, and the
effect of applying a profile to correct for exposure inconsistencies in the original images.

Methodology
The procedure consisted of four major steps: capture,
scanner profiling, digital camera profiling, and assign
ing the profiles to the imagery and converting to Adobe
RGB (1998).
Step1: Capture
A still life was created using indirect strobe lights. The
scene was photographed first with the Fuji FinePix S1,
a digital SLR camera. The exposures were bracketed 2
full f-stops on either side of the normal exposure: N+2,
N+1, N (normal), N-1, and N-2. The Fuji FinePix S1was
then removed from the tripod, and the lens taken off
and attached to the Nikon N70, a film SLR camera.
This was done to ensure that the same lens was used
in all image sets, as differences in lenses can affect color
reproduction. The film used was Kodak E100-G, a color
reversal film.
The N70 was then placed on the tripod, and light meter
readings taken to adjust exposure for the differences in
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Figures 1 & 2: The Kodak IT8.7/1 target (left). The
GretagMacbeth ColorChecker DC target (right).

Step 3: Digital Camera Profiling
The images of the ColorChecker DC were opened in
Photoshop, and cropped to just the profiling target. The
images were then used to build the profiles using the
GretagMacbeth ProfileMaker Pro software, in Camera
Profile mode.
Step 4: Assign and Convert
The profiles were assigned to the corresponding still life
images, and then converted to Adobe RGB (1998) using
relative colorimetric rendering. All imagery was evaluated on a monitor display for the observations in this
paper. The printed images were converted from Adobe
RGB (1998) to the Sunday 2000 (FM) profile used for
printing this publication.
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Color reproduction from normally
exposed photographic imagery
Profiling for scanner/film capture is similar to profiling a digital camera, but there are some fundamental
differences (Sharma, 2004, p. 179). When building a
profile for film, what is actually being profiled is the
combination of film and scanner. The IT8.7/1 profiling
target is intended for film scanner profiling (Sharma,
2004, p. 162).

Figure 4: Normal
Exposure scanner/film
capture with custom
profile.
Figure 3: The normal
exposure image,
converted with the
IT8.7/1 profile.

The IT8.7/1 target did not account for the conditions in
the scene. The profile built from the IT8.7/1 target simply profiled the scanner characteristics, and the characteristics of the emulsion, without consideration to what
was actually in the scene. Since the IT8.7/1 profile did
not achieve satisfactory results when applied to the film
captured normal exposure image, a custom profile was
built for the imagery using the same target and process
traditionally used for digital capture. By actually photographing the ColorChecker DC profiling target, and
building the profile from that image, it accounts for the
variables in the scene, the characteristics of the emulsion, and the characteristics of the scanner. This yields
a profile that takes into account more variables than the
IT8.7/1 target and creates a more accurate profile for
the image.
The ColorChecker DC is designed primarily as a digital camera profiling target, thus the DC in the name
(Sharma, 2004, pp. 181). As a result, the film profiles
effectiveness was evaluated against the normal operating conditions for the ColorChecker DC. The images
look fairly similar, but on closer examination, there are
some noticeable differences between the two. The two

Figure 5: Normal
Exposure digital capture
with custom profile.

Comparison of the
ColorChecker DC
normal
exposure
profiles, for film/
scanner and digital
capture to each other
shows the causes of
the color differences
without a doubt. An
overall view comparing the Lab plots of
Figure 6: 3-dimensional Lab plots
both profiles shows
of
the profiles. The area in wireframe
the film capture has
is the profile built from the film
a much larger overcapture, and the solid color is the
all gamut than the
digital capture profile.
digital counterpart.
(Figure 6).

Color reproduction for abnormally
exposed photographic images
As photographers in the field often run into less than ideal
circumstances, and often over or underexpose film as necessary to retain highlight and shadow detail, it is also useful to examine how well the images hold up when custom
profiles are built for various relative exposures. Exposure
is essentially setting the L* values of the various colors
represented in an image. Light meters are calibrated for
an 18% grey midtone (Compton, Current, Stroebel, Zakia,
2000, pp. 49-50). Setting exposure decides how much of
an image will reproduce within the tolerances of the capture system. (Compton et al., pp. 56-57).
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When the IT8.7/1 profile is
assigned to the film captured
normal exposure image, the
results are unsatisfactory (Figure
3). The profile did exactly what
it was supposed to, which was
to render the information on the
film as accurately as possible. In
this case, this is not a satisfactory result due to a slight blue
cast to the film because the
strobe lights were slightly bluer
than the white point of the film.
The image still retains the slight
blue cast; it also appears a bit
too light overall, which shows
this image was slightly
overexposed initially.

images when placed side by side (Figures 4 and 5) show
some differences between the two on monitor display.
The color gamut of the film images is larger than the
digital images and yields more saturated colors, and a
more visually appealing image.
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Using the CHROMiX ColorThink software, it is easy
to see the way in which the exposure adjusts overall
luminance values. Figure 7 is a pixel map in the Lab
color space of the N+2, and N-2 images for digital capture- before profiling. The bright orange data are the
pixels for the N-2, and the blue denotes the N+2 image.
The way the samples break down shows the amount of
compression along the L* axis that takes place when an
image is under or over exposed by 2 stops. It is a useful comparison to look to Figure 8; the graph with the
purple data is the same kind of pixel map, but for the N
(normal) exposure image in this series. Looking at how
the data breaks down in this pixel map shows a more
even distribution along the L* axis.

Chart 1

N+2

N

N-2

Raw
Capture

After
Profiles
Applied

Using digital camera profiling
systems to profile film scanners

Figure 7: This pixel map
shows the distribution
of the pixels in the N+2
(orange) and N-2 (blue)
digital capture images.

Figure 8: This pixel map
shows the distribution of
the pixels in the normal (N)
exposure image.

Application of a profile will yield a more
even distribution of the
image data along the
L* axis. Figure 9 shows
pixel maps of the same
images in Figure 7, but
after profiling. The effect
of applying the profile is
Figure 9: This pixel map
to more evenly distribute
shows the distribution of the
the data along the L* axis.
pixels as above in Figure 7.
What this means is that This chart shows the data distribution after profiling. Blue
to an extent, the incorrect
is N-2 and orange is N+2.
exposure in the original
image has been compensated for. This effect is illustrated in Chart 1. The top
row of this chart is the digitally captured images, converted directly to Adobe RGB(1998). The bottom is the
same images files, but converted to Adobe RGB (1998)
after the custom profile was assigned. The exposure is
more even across the three images. Notice though that
the overexposed image was not restored to the same
extent as the underexposed image by the profile. In this
instance, so much of the color data was compressed into
the white point region of the CCD, that no profile could
adequately restore the image.
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Scanners are profiled using a standardized target,
such as the IT8.7/1, which means the target is correctly exposed onto the emulsion, under the correct
lighting to ensure that the colors are accurate. This
means that if the imagery was not captured at a normal exposure, with the correct lighting for the film,
the scanner profile will be invalid. To create a more
accurate scanner profile, one that accounts for the
image characteristics, the ColorChecker DC was used
to build these profiles.
Overexposed Imagery
In cases of massive over exposure, 2 f-stops in this case,
the images have some serious problems. (Figures 10 and
11) The bizarre coloration of these images is due to two
factors: the limited information the profile building software had due to the image data being compressed into
the white point, and the color information in the images
the profile was applied to. The results of these factors,
and also the different technologies, show the radical

Figure 10: This is the N+2
image for film capture.

Figure 11: This is the N+2
image for digital capture.
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differences between these two images. The film capture
shows an overwhelming green cast to the image. As a
result of the way the eye perceives color, most of the
main colors in the scene are close to right, but not quite,
the oranges are mostly orange, the apple mostly red.
The issue is the information that was actually on the
film in this case.

Underexposed Imagery
Underexposing an image, instead of compressing the
color data into white, compresses into black. One interesting observation is that more often than not, there is
still differentiation between the various hues; the L*
values are compressed, not necessarily all of the color
information.
Evaluated individually both N-2 images look satisfactory (Figures 13 and 14). The film N-2 image has some
color problems in the deeper oranges, but overall the
profile restored the image fairly well. The digital N-2
image is significantly lighter than the scanner/film
image. Looking at the Lab plot (Figure 15) the differences between the two profiles are readily apparent.
The scanner/film profile is in red, and is much larger in
the brighter green and deeper reds and blues. What this
means for the images is readily apparent by comparing
them side-by-side. One unforeseen effect of having that
many of the darker colors in gamut is that the N-2 film
image looks a bit underexposed compared to the digital
capture; the image can be restored by applying curves
in Photoshop.

Figure 13: This is the
film capture N-2 image
after profiling.

Figure 14: This is the
digitally captured N-2
image after profiling.

Figure 15: This shows the differences in gamut between the
film and digital capture profiles. The area in red is the film capture profile, and the interior colored area is the digital profile.

Conclusions
The ColorChecker DC profiling target is designed
solely for use with a digital camera. The IT8.7/1 target
is imaged onto a piece of film emulsion at the correct
exposure, and is designed for building profiles for the
exact film and scanner combination in use. The profiles
built using the ColorChecker DC on film capture work
surprisingly well. Adopting the ColorChecker DC profiling target for photographic film and scanner profiling
is actually fairly effective, and does an adequate job of
rendering the full gamut of the film and compensating for exposure and white point mismatch. Using the
ColorChecker DC in an analog workflow will yield
profiles that take into account the characteristics of a
scene than using the standard IT8.7/1 characterization
target.
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As this experiment
shows, building profiles from images that
have so much of their
color data pushed
into the white point
area of the capture
system yields rather
odd-looking profiles
when graphed in
the Lab space. The
Figure 12: This is the 3-dimemprofiles are actually
sional Lab plot of the film
hollow (Figure 12); the
capture N+2 profile.
internal areas of the
color space, where the desaturated colors are, lack that
data, and as a result when the profile is applied will not
be able to render the image correctly. Without this information, when the profile was applied, the CMM would
have mapped the colors to the closest colors in the
profile, and with such a large bit of color data missing,
undoubtedly, they would be visually the wrong colors.

A Real-World Color Management Journey
In Commercial Printing
by Doug Caruso
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Abstract
As a co-owner of a small commercial printer, the
author portrayed the use of generic ICC proﬁles in his
company’s current workﬂows from scan to print and
from scan to proof. He then described his motivation
to adopt more customized ICC-based workﬂows.
Experimental procedures and results were given. Pros
and cons of implementing color management practices
in a commercial printing environment were also
discussed.

Introduction
The company that I have co-owned since 1971 is a small
commercial printer in Upstate New York. A used 1983
Heidelberg MOV was purchased in 1995 to satisfy an
increasing demand for four-color printing jobs consisting of covers, calendars, posters, cards, brochures,
flyers, newsletters, and catalogs for a wide range of customers. Average run length is approximately 800 copies.
The match level from original to reproduction would be
categorized as “eye-pleasing”; our caliber of customers
normally does not require nor demand precise colorimetric matching, nor are they willing to pay premium
prices for that level of quality.
The 4-color press is a basic model with a conventional
dampening system, manual ink keys, and no color
console. Since there are few automatic controls, job
makeready requires some steps that have been eliminated by later technology presses. For example, ink
keys for all four units must be adjusted manually for
each job, depending on the ink coverage requirements
for each color plate.
A color control strip, Figure 1, is added to the bottom of
all imposed forms. It contains patches for CMYK, overprints of the process colors, and a 50C, 40M, 40Y gray
patch adjacent to a 50%K patch.

Figure 1: Color control strip used on press forms.

Since the typical run length is under 1,000 impressions,
the color control bars are used primarily as a visual reference; i.e., on short runs our company policy does not
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require that solid ink densities (SID) across all ink key
regions be brought to strict target densities. On longer
runs, SIDs are measured across the key regions of an OK
sheet, recorded, and used as a reference during production run.
Two Linotronic 330’s generate the film output; they
are calibrated with every new roll of film to ensure
linearized output. Although the workflow is computerto-film, our company employs digital proofing with a
Xerox 7700 Phaser toner-based printer.
Current Scan-to-Print Workflow
Until recently, the prepress workflow was color managed to the extent made possible with the use of
generic monitor, scanner, printer, and press profiles.
Adobe Photoshop’s color settings were configured to
support a typical color managed workflow, using the
generic profiles whenever they were available from the
ColorSync folder.
To achieve more consistency and accuracy in our scanto-print color workflow, we decided to partially customize the color management system (CMS), replacing
the generic profiles with ones based on custom-built
International Color Consortium (ICC) profiles for the
monitors and scanners. These were the first ones built
since the procedure did not require the substantial
investment of a spectrophotometer. Nonetheless, it
allowed us to experience some of the benefits of custom
ICC profiling.
The scan-to-print workflow begins with importing a
scanned raw RGB image into Adobe Photoshop. The
custom scanner profile is assigned to the image and
then converted to Adobe RGB working space (Adobe
RGB1998). Tone and color adjustments are performed,
the image is resized, unsharp mask applied, and then
converted to CMYK color space (SWOP V2) using relative colorimetric rendering intent. Black point compensation: on. The image is saved with press profile embedded as a .tif file.
Our company uses an early-binding prepress workflow
in processing images, building pages, and printing
files. All elements of a typical printing job are converted to the final output space before being placed
in QuarkXPress 5.01. In addition, all layout document
colors are prepared as CMYK builds.
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Paths to Press and Proofing

1➔

2➔

Print to Myproofer, from Adobe Photoshop.
Print options➔Color Management
Source➔Document:
➔
Adobe RGB (1998)
Print➔Myproofer.icc
Intent➔Relative Colorimetric

3➔

Open file.
Mode➔Convert to profile➔ mypress.icc
Intent➔Relative Colorimetric
✔Black Point Compensation
profile➔mypress.icc.
Intent➔Relative Colorimetric
➔Black Point Compensation

➔

Print to Heidelberg MOV,
using custom Solid Ink
Density aimpoints.

RGB to Proofer

RGB to Press with profile

➔

Print to Myproofer, from
Adobe Photoshop. Print
options➔Color Management
Source➔Document:
mypress.icc
Print➔Myproofer.icc

Figure 2: Diagram outlines different paths used in proof test.

Current Proofing Workflow
Proofing to the Xerox 7700 from either Adobe Photoshop
or QuarkXPress involves the use of the output simulation option available from the print driver. “Commercial
Press” provides the closest simulation to sheetfed press
conditions. The advantages of this workflow are that it
is automatic and totally transparent to the operators
and it handles all file types. The biggest disadvantage of
this proofing workflow is that it does not generate a reasonably accurate representation of the press sheet. Most
notably, many colors are too saturated on the proof and
cannot be reproduced on press.

Literature Review
In an ICC color management system, each device’s
colorants, amplitude response, and dynamic range are
captured in profiles, allowing for the accurate transfer
of color information among those devices. The advantage of an ICC CMS is that it is an open system in
which many different color devices can be successfully
integrated, regardless of imaging technology or process.
The system is not without issues, however. Successful
implementation is directly related to good process control. Device drift over the imageable area or over time
are among the main reasons for failure. The inadequacy
of our proofing workflow has prompted me to investigate
a color-managed proofing workflow using a custom ICC
profile for the Xerox 7700. In addition, the scan-to-print

workflow would likely be improved by changing the
generic SWOP press profile, which represents web offset,
not commercial sheetfed, conditions (SWOP, 2001).

Objectives
The first objective was the replacement of the generic
(SWOP) press profile with a custom profile, built to
conform to ICC specifications, or with the reference
TR004_GRACoL.icc profile, which is representative of
commercial sheetfed press work. The TR004_GRACoL.
icc profile is provided by CGATS and is based on the
information obtained from a series of GRACoL press
tests. Several CMYK test targets, including the industry
standard IT8.7/4 target, were included in the GRACoL
test sheet. The profile was built from the averaged data
from the press runs and is being put forth as the first
attempt as a reference standard for commercial sheetfed
press work.
The second objective was to compare an ICC color-managed proofing workflow with a non-color managed
workflow that sends RGB data directly to the proofer.

Methodology
Objective 1: Custom profile vs. generic profile
A press test conducted in our shop revealed significant
differences in printing capabilities of our Heidelberg
MOV when compared with GRACoL reference printing
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Scan image:
Import image into
Adobe Photoshop.
Mode➔Assign
Profile➔myscanner.icc ➔
Convert to
profile➔Working RGB
(Adobe RGB 1998)
Save file as:
LakersRGB.tif.
Embed: Adobe RGB
(1998) profile

Press sheet (reference)

Open file.
Mode➔Convert to profile➔ mypress.icc
Intent➔Relative Colorimetric
✔Black Point Compensation ss.icc.
Intent➔Relative Colorimetric
➔Black Point Compensation
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conditions. Specifically, the MOV dot gain was higher
and Print Contrast lower than GRACoL aimpoints. The
color gamut and dynamic range of the MOV were also
smaller. As a result of this test, a custom press profile
(mypress.icc) was created for the purpose of comparing
it to the TR004_GRACoL.icc profile in our color managed scan-to-print workflow.
A photographic print was scanned on the Agfa Duoscan
scanner, using the same settings (except resolution) that
were used to create the custom scanner profile. The
raw RGB image was imported into Adobe Photoshop.
The scanner profile was assigned to the image; the
image was then converted to the RGB working space,
Adobe RGB (1998). Highlight, shadow, and midtone
levels were adjusted, but no other color or tone edits
were performed. The file was resized and saved as
“lakers_RGB.tif,” with the Adobe RGB (1998) profile
embedded.
The file was opened and converted with TR004_
GRACoL.icc profile, using relative colorimetric intent,
and Black point compensation turned on. The file was
saved as: “lakers_TR004-GRACoL.tif” with profile
embedded.
1. The “lakers_RGB.tif” file was reopened and converted with mypress.icc profile, using relative colorimetric intent, and Black point compensation turned
on. The file was saved as: “lakers_mypress.tif” with
profile embedded.
2. The two files were imported into the same QuarkXPress
document and printed on the press, along with the
color control target strip, to custom SID aimpoints.
Subsequently, press sheet samples were collected
for analysis.

Path 2: Non-color managed RGB proof
The RGB file was opened in Adobe Photoshop. The file
was printed from Photoshop using the following workflow: File: print options: Color Management; Source
space: Document: Adobe RGB (1998); Print space:
Profile: myproofer.icc; Intent: relative colorimetric. (This
rendering intent was used to properly map the source
whitepoint to the destination whitepoint.) This workflow simulates proofing of RGB images in a non-color
managed proofing workflow.
Path 3: Color Managed CMYK Proof
The file “lakers_mypress.tif” was opened in Photoshop.
The file was printed to the proofer using the following workflow: File: print options: Color Management;
Source space: Document: mypress.icc; Print space:
Profile: myproofer.icc; Intent: absolute colorimetric.
This proofing workflow represents a color managed
CMYK workflow, which uses the press and proofer
profiles to perform the color conversion.

Results
Custom profile vs. generic profile
Visual assessment of the press sheet consisting of the
image converted with the TR004_GRACoL.icc profile
and the image converted with the mypress profile
showed some color and tone variations Although slight,
under D50 illumination both images differed to some
extent from the original print.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the difference between
the gamut of the TR004_GRACoL and the mypress
profiles.

Objective 2: Color-managed proof vs. digital proof
Three separate paths from the RGB file to press and
proofer were completed to properly conduct the comparison test. Figure 2 outlines the workflows for each of
the three paths detailed below.
Path 1: Color managed CMYK press output (reference)
The prevously-scanned RGB file “lakers.rgb.tif” was
opened, converted to CMYK color space, using the following color managed CMYK workflow: Image: Mode:
Convert to Profile: mypress.icc. Rendering intent was
relative colorimetric, and Black point compensation
was On. The resulting file was then saved as “lakers_
mypress.tif” with the custom press profile embedded.
The file was printed on the press, along with control
targets and reference images, to the custom press SID
aimpoints determined during creation of the custom
press profile.
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Figure 3: Comparison of GRACoL and mypress color gamuts.

Although there were substantial differences in the
gamut, colorants, and dynamic range of the two profiles, they did not produce significant differences in the
printed output. Given the match level that we require at
our shop, either image would be acceptable in a typical
production situation.
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Color-managed proof vs. direct proof
The proof from Path 3 (press CMYK to proofer CMYK)
produced the closer simulation to the printed reference image, both in color and tone. The proof from
Path 2 (RGB to proofer CMYK) produced a reasonable
simulation of the printed image but a slight reddish cast
through the midtones and shadow areas was apparent
when the two proofs were compared to the reference
press image under the D50 light box.

To improve the RGB to proofer workflow, the Xerox
7700 must be calibrated by adjustment to behave like
the press. The proofer then becomes a virtual clone of
the press, with similar endpoints, dot gain, colorants,
and white point. Additionally, in either proofing workflow, it is necessary that the color gamut of the proofer
be able to reproduce all press colors. Examination of
myproofer.icc and mypress.icc profiles with ColorThink
2.1 (Figure 4) shows that the Xerox 7700’s color space
does not fully envelop that of the press.

Another issue is that questionable process control on
the MOV press could have altered the results. A series
of press tests with the same images would determine
whether the press is indeed capable of repeatable behavior. The stability problems of the MOV 4-color are apparent, especially when attempting to run small quantities.
The tests to determine the differences between the MOV
and GRACoL reference conditions, and for the building
of the custom press profile, required substantial time,
effort, and resources. Although a worthwhile study,
the requirement of a custom profile for our company is
likely not necessary, given the “eye-pleasing” requirements of our four-color printing customers.
It is questionable whether the Xerox 7700 proofer can
be calibrated by adjustment to simulate the behavior
of the press, given the difference in colorants between
the press and the toner-based printer. One advantage,
however, is the use of the same paper for both press and
printer, which eliminates white point matching from the
list of CMS challenges. However, the use of this device
as a press clone defeats the purpose of using a general
purpose printer for a proofing device.
While the color-managed CMYK proofing workflow
is more complex, it represents the essence of ICC
color management by making dissimilar color devices
capable of creating close color matches. The main issue
with this toner-based proofer is its inability to remain
in a calibrated state for long periods of time. The device
must be constantly monitored, recalibrated, and relinearized to be assured of accurate proofing results.
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Proofing an RGB image directly to the proofer, without
the press profile as the source, allows the use of the
entire proofer gamut, unless the proofer and press have
both been calibrated to the same printing condition.
If that calibrated situation does not exist, the proofer,
assuming it has a larger color space, can produce colors
on the proof that are not printable on the press.

printed images converted by the two profiles, a single
test with a single image is not adequate to determine
whether the custom profile will benefit the workflow.
This test could have been conducted with several different images, including flesh tones, memory colors, gray
tones, and full color-range images.

Reproducing a Process Color, Black-only,
and 4-Color Monochrome Image
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Abstract
ICC profiles are predominantly known for color reproduction. They are not commonly associated with monochrome reproduction yet this is an area where benefits
can be found. This study offers examples of applying
ICC profiles with adapted GCR levels to achieve desired
results. The desired results may vary and it is ultimately
the goal to achieve neutrality in the black and white
reproduction without the presence of any color cast.

Introduction
When carrying out color management today, what
is generally referred to is ICC color management.
Although the reproduction of black-and-white from
color images receives less attention than that of color-tocolor, there is still a demand in this area. This demand
is stimulated mainly from the advertising and the photographic fields. Photographers are often faced with the
challenge of reproducing images captured in color as
black-and-white for publication purposes, which is generally where the advertising industry is also involved.
Printers are left facing the task of reproducing the originals with satisfactory results. This paper will look at the
role of ICC profiles for monochrome reproduction process. Both the black ink only and 4-color monochrome
are explored.

produced by varying the distance between black dots
(like a newspaper print), the result can appear coarse
and grainy.” If the full color inks are used the ink dots
will be smaller and in the paler tones, black ink will
not be used at all and the grey will be produced by
roughly equal amounts of cyan, magenta and yellow
ink. It often results in color casts which may vary across
the tonal range. It is very difficult to produce a neutral
black-and-white print because the reflective properties
of color dyes vary with the type of illumination (Ross &
Evans. n.d.).

Methodology
The following explains the process used to create printer profiles for four-color monochrome reproduction and
black-only monochrome reproduction.
Printer profiling
Begin by building output profiles with different GCR settings, one with UCR and one with MaxGCR. Download
test chart GretagMacbeth CMYK printer profiling target
(T35_CMYK.tif) and TAC_CMYK (v1.2).tif from website www.rit.edu/~rycppr under resources/Test forms
and Test Target. With GretagMacbeth ProfileMaker 4.1,
first create a measurement file with GretagMacbeth
SpectrolinoScan and use it to create both profiles.

Literature Review
Schaub (2001) suggested that black-and-white has always
been a bit of a misnomer when applied to monochrome
prints. Conversion from color image to black-and-white
is easily done by using the Image/Mode/Grayscale in
Photoshop. Another option is to use the Channel Mixer
in the Image menu and check the monochrome box.
The red, green, and blue sliders can be manipulated to
attain precisely the tonal scale desired. Cloutier (2003)
further noted that Grayscale mode enables Photoshop
to discard all the color information instantly but it is
also makes the image look flat. This could create the
drawback in which all the tones appear similar since
there is no control over the results. If many of the tones
in the original image are dark or rich, one could end
up with something muddy. Ross and Evans critiqued
that “Using the black ink only results in a neutral-toned
print but because the intermediate shades of grey are
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Figure 1: ProfileMaker dialog box.

Figure 1 shows the dialog box of ProfileMaker where
the reference profiling target file was chosen. This is
where the user sets up the reference and the color measurement file of the target to create the printer profile.
Figure 2 illustrates the CMYK separation option as TAC
(Total Area Coverage) was set to UCR and maximum
CMYK of 312. Additionally, Balance Black Point was
set to C82, M70, Y70, K92. To build the two profiles all
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settings were kept the same with the exception of GCR.
One profile was made using Medium GCR, and the
other was made using Maximum GCR.

of GretagMacbeth chart were measured using the X-Rite
densitometer to read LAB values. Then, the data was
transferred to F_Macbeth Excel template for analysis.

Convert to ICC profile color reproduction
The image was converted from Adobe RGB 1998 working space to Docucolor12 GCR Medium profile under
Image/Mode/Convert to Profile, using relative colorimetric rendering intent.
4-color monochrome reproduction
To remove chromaticity from an RGB image, hue and
saturation were selected under image/adjustment/
level, and the saturation slide bar in the master channel
was set to none, as shown in Figure 3. The image was
then converted to Docucolor 12 GCR Medium profile
under Image/Mode/Convert to Profile.

Figure 4: Load Gray Color Settings.

Results and Discussion
Figure 5 shows the result of process color reproduction, using Docucolor 12 ICC profile. Figure 6 shows
the result of 4-color monochrome. Visually, the six bottom patches from white patch to black patch yield the
similar result between process color and 4-monochrome
reproduction.

Figures 5 and 6: Process color (left) and
4-color monochrome (right).

Figure 7: K-only monochrome.
Figure 3: Hue/Saturation.

Black-only monochrome reproduction
In the gray working space of the color settings in
Photoshop, select load grays shown in Figure 4. Load
the Docucolor12 GCR Medium profile in gray profiles.
Photoshop converts the color ICC profile into a black
ink grayscale ICC profile. Under Image/Mode/Convert
to Profile, select Destination Space to Black ink only
Docucolor 12 GCR Medium profile.
Further analysis was carried out to see the impact of different GCR level in a color reproduction using ICC profile of UCR and MaxGCR profile. The six bottom patches

Figure 7 shows the result of the monochrome image
using black ink only reproduction. Comparing K-only
to process color and 4-color monochrome reproduction,
the black ink only looks flat and not as contrasty as
the other two reproductions. 4-color monochrome has
greater density range and has more detail in shadow
and highlight area. However, for black ink only it will
save material and production costs.
To analyze the reproduction quantitatively, the LAB
value of the bottom six patches of the three images were
measured with a spectrophotometer. For ease of tone
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Figure 2: CMYK separation parameters.
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reproduction analysis, darkness is defined as 100-L.
Figure 8 shows that the darkness for process color is
close to 4-color monochrome, whereas the darkness
of the K-only curve is significantly less than process or
four-color monochrome reproductions.

Figure 8: Darkness of original and reproduction.

Figure 8 indicates that the process color reproduction is
darker than the original. Process color shows a slightly
darker in the shadow area than the 4-color monochrome. Both reproduction lines are almost linear. The
K-only curve in Figure 8 is slightly higher than those
two process at the beginning, gradually drops in the
middle, and continues dropping in the dark area. This
quantitative method supports findings that process
color and 4-color monochrome looks almost similar and
K-only looks lighter. One major factor causing K-only to
be lighter is that the only one printing unit is used and
not four (CMYK) units. An illustration of 4-color black,
process color and black-only reproduction is included
in the Gallery of Visual Interest.

Figure 10B is the black channel of the MaxGCR profile
which is darker than black channel only of Figure 9B.
Figure 10C shows all 4 channels of the image. Here,
Figures 9C and 10C offer almost identical results. This
proves that UCR profile achieved the color image reproduction by the exploiting CMY inks instead of using
higher amounts of black ink while higher GCR levels
use less CMY ink and compensate the lack of CMY with
additional black ink.
Figure 9: UCR profile.

Figure 10:MaxGCR profile.

Figure 9A: 3 channels.

Figure 10A:3 channels.

Figure 9B: Black channel.

Figure 10B: Black channel.

Figure 9C: 4 channels.

Figure 10C: 4 channels.

This section discusses the role of GCR setting in
ProfileMaker. Figure 9A shows three channels of color
reproduction applying UCR profile. Noticably, the
image looks muddy brown when the black channel is
removed. Figure 9B is the black channel only of the UCR
profile. Figure 9C shows all 4 channels of the image
derived from a combination of Figure 9A and Figure
9B. This visual allows us to observe how inks lay down
differently based on the profiles.

In addition, the data values that were recorded from
the GretagMacbeth patches were plotted as the neutrality graph in Figure 11. For neutrality comparison, the
closeness of the data to the origin (0,0) is a measure
of the neutrality of the color. Green dots represent the
neutrality of the original GretagMacbeth. Blue dots
represents the Max GCR neutrality and the pink dots
represents UCR profiles. MaxGCR profile indicates a
closer location to the original and all the data values
are tight together. Comparison of pink dots, which are
scattered around, there is one point that is down toward
the bottom. This proves that higher GCR can give better neutrality which also could be applied to 4-color
monochrome reproduction as well as make the tone of
the image darker and retain the neutrality. This offers
a similar comparison to the previous darkness graph
(Figure 8), and therefore supports the findings.

Figure 10A shows three channels of color reproduction
applying MaxGCR profile. Notice that the image uses
little amount of color inks without the black channel.

Further experiment was conducted to explore how
GCR level can influence process variation. Dot gain is
one factor which causes process variation. Here 10%
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dot gain was added to the cyan and magenta channels,
using the Curves tool in Photoshop, to simulate a press
variation.

inevitable. GCR level comes in to play when encounter
the variation of the process inks and press condition.
To maximize the performance of 4-color monochrome,
higher GCR proves to be successful.
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Figure 11: Neutrality comparison.
Figure 13: Neutrality when dot gain is applied.
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A - UCR
B - GCR
Figure 12: UCR and GCR profiles with 10% dot gain applied.

Figure 12A and 12B above shows the effect of the color
of the image when dot gain is applied. Considering the
six neutral bottom patches, Figure 12A shows more bluish and purple tone than Figure 12B.
In the neutrality graph, Figure 13, blue dots represent
the shift of MaxGCR profile while pink dots represent
the shift of the UCR profile. Even though the process
condition is drifted away, MaxGCR profile is able to
retain the degree of neutrality more than the UCR profile. This proves that although the process is unstable
due to the variation that might occur, MaxGCR has
greater tolerance for process drift and thus better ability
in maintaining its greater stability.

Conclusion
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Custom ICC profile provides many features, not only for
color reproduction, but also for monochrome reproduction. Four-color monochrome results in a reproduction
with greater tonal range than black ink only method.
This is due to the image, which requires all 4 channels
to produce the black and white image. Thus color cast is
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A Real-World Color Management Journey to Digital…
by Robert Chung
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Abstract
Color management systems encompass image capture,
prepress, and presswork. It requires device calibration,
characterization, and process control. In the end, it produces printed color correctly the first time and every
time. When special-caused variations are encountered
in a color-managed workflow, root cause analysis and
process insights are necessary for problem-solving and
process improvement. This paper takes a close look at
the use and modification of digital camera profiles for
improved performance.

Introduction
A beauty of being in the academic world is that we
can pursue knowledge in an ideal situation with no
compromise. A possible short-fall of being academic
is that we may not function effectively when entering
into the real world. As we study fundamentals in college, it’s good that we also prepare ourselves for real
world experiences. Such experiences may be acquired
from our own mistakes; better yet, from someone else’s
mistakes. So, life is a journey, not a guided tour. Taking a
color management journey is just the kind of attempt to
push the limits from what we learned from classrooms
and textbooks to the uncharted real world.

Literature Review
Textbooks are useful for beginners. Color management
textbooks, such as Real World Color Management (Fraser,
Bunting, and Murphy, 2003) and Understanding Color
Management (Sharma, 2003), provide students with initial understanding of the subject matter. Textbooks are
also useful for teachers to devise hands-on lab assignments that help students to comprehend important
color management concepts and skill sets.
There are plenty of “how-to” information covered in
textbooks regarding digital camera profiling. With
today’s profiling software, it’s easy to build a digital
camera profile. But, it is difficult to assess how good a
digital camera profile is. It’s also difficult to know how
to modify a profile for improved performance. This
article will focus on qualitative aspect of profile analysis, e.g., visual analysis of pictorial color images due to
differences in digital camera profiles.
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When performance of a profile does not meet expectations, identifying the root cause is crucial before finding
a solution. For example, an article, in Test Targets 3.0,
demonstrated how white point variations in digital
image capture can be reconciled effectively by building
digital camera profiles under similar white point conditions (RIT, 2003). The other example, by Don Hutcheson
(2003), showed how to build a scanner profile with
greater shadow differentiation. Hutcheson discussed
the modification of an input scan by introducing an
opaque patch as the maximum density in a transparent scanner profiling target, and then normalizing the
maximum darkness of the raw scan to the opaque patch
prior to the scanner profiling (IPA webinar, 2003).

Objectives
A digital camera profile should account for both the
camera and the lighting conditions. Since lighting conditions vary at picture-taking locations, it’s not clear if a
digital image file downloaded with a standard camera
profile embedded is better than if it isn’t. A follow-up
question becomes, “What happens to a digital image
when assigned to different RGB profiles?” Therefore,
the first objective of this study is to explore the effect of
digital camera profile on color image reproduction.
When poor image quality results from a color-managed
workflow, root-cause analysis of color image reproduction problems may suggest that the input profile
is the culprit. For example, mixed lighting can cause
discrepancies between the captured profiling target and
the subject matter. It would be useful to find out if a
profiling target can be corrected for lighting discrepancies prior to digital camera profiling. This is the second
objective in this study.

Methodology
We’re blessed with modern equipment and materials for digital imaging practices at Rochester Institute
of Technology. The input device used in this study
was a Nikon CoolPix 5000 digital camera. We used
GretagMacbeth ProfileMaker 4.1.5 for profile construction and CHROMiX ColorThink 2.0 for profile inspection. Adobe Photoshop CS and InDesign 2.0 were
used for imaging processing and pagination on Max
OS X (version 10.3.3). An Epson 2200 inkjet was used
as the initial test bed. All images were repurposed to
Heidelberg Sunday 2000 web press with FM screening
for final publication. In other words, this paper not only

Test Targets 4.0

tests for the effect of digital camera profiles, but also the
late device-binding nature of the RGB-based color management workflow (detail not included in this paper).
Effect of digital camera profiles
To test the effect of digital camera profile on color
image reproduction, we used the “assign profile” feature to compare the effect of two RGB color spaces. In
this experiment, we compared a digital image assigned
to Adobe RGB space and the same image to a custom
digital camera profile. The following outlines the experimental procedure:

Figure 2: Profiling target captured indoors.

Figure 1: Profiling target captured outdoors.

To overcome lighting discrepancies between the scene
and the profiling target file, we explored the effect of
modifying the profiling target prior to digital camera
profiling with the following procedure:

2. The group photo was taken as a series of digital
images on a leveled tripod. QuickTime VR was used
to make panoramic stitching. Initial profiles embedded in raw captured images were ignored, and the
pano image was saved as a legacy file.

1. Construct a digital camera profile with the initial
profiling target.

3. The legacy file was opened in Photoshop. We
assigned Adobe (1998) RGB profile to the file and
saved it as an embedded RGB file.

3. Instead of making image-dependent adjustments,
we modify the profiling target using the Image/
Adjustments/Levels tool in Photoshop; then use
the modified image to build a new digital camera
profile.

4. The legacy file was opened again in Photoshop. The
image was assigned to the custom digital camera
profile, and saved as an embedded RGB file. Notice
that digital values of the two files are identical. The
difference is the profiles assigned to them.
5. Both embedded RGB images were paginated in an
InDesign document and output, with appropriate
color management settings, to the printer.

2. Open legacy pano image in Photoshop CS and
assign the initial digital camera profile to the image,
and saved it as an embedded RGB file.

4. Open legacy pano image again in Photoshop CS and
assign the new digital camera profile to the image,
and saved it as an embedded RGB file.
5. As before, we paginated both embedded RGB
images in an InDesign document and output it to
the printer for visual assessment.
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1. We decided to have our group photo with the school
courtyard as the background. We took the photograph at the peak of the crab apple blossom season.
The digital camera profiling target, GretagMacbeth
ColorCheckerDC, held by my colleague, Franz Sigg,
was first captured (Figure 1).

Modifying a profiling target
We considered a number of picture-taking locations for
a group photograph in this publication. We stumbled
upon an indoor lighting condition that proved to be
challenging. There was a discrepancy between the lighting for the profiling target and the lighting in the group
photo. To be specific, the scene for the group photo was
illuminated by multiple light sources, i.e., some amount
of indirect daylight in the foreground, tungsten halogen
lighting from the right side, and overhead fluorescent
lighting in the school lobby. Yet, the profiling target and
the face of my student, Wiphut Janjomsuke, were primarily illuminated by the indirect daylight and it was
under-exposed (Figure 2).

Test Targets 4.0

Figure 3: Outdoor group picture assigned to the Adobe (1998) RGB profile.

A Real-World Color Management Journey to Digital…

Results & Discussion
A quality color reproduction begins with a good input
profile. We will discuss the result of using the correct
camera profile for the outdoor photo first. We, then,
focus on modifying the profiling target in order to overcome a poorly exposed indoor group photo.
Effect of digital camera profiles
A digital image, initially captured by a digital camera,
may or may not contain a profile. Figure 3 shows the
appearance of the outdoor group photo when Adobe
(1998) RGB profile was assigned. Notice that the skin
tone and red bricks are over saturated than one would
expect; so are the green grass and blue sky.
The centerfold of this publication shows the appearance
of the same image when assigned to the custom digital
camera profile. Here, we see the bias of the red, green,
and blue primaries, as defined in the Adobe (1998) RGB
color space, has been replaced by the sensitivities of the
digital camera. The image looks more real-life like.
Indeed, the color of RGB values in a digital file is a
function of its colorimetric definitions. For example,
200R, 100G, 50B, assigned to two different RGB color
spaces (Figure 4), will have two distinct color appearance. The camera profile was very effective in rendering
true color of the scene without human intervention.

Figure 4: Two different colors with identical RGB values.
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Modifying a profiling target
A custom camera profile is ineffective when lighting
conditions and exposure differ between the profiling
target and the scene capture. Figure 5 shows the underexposed ColorChecker and its lightness histogram.
The dark appearance of the white patch, located at the
lower left of the ColorChecker, corresponds to the low
digital count in the histogram. The major adjustment in
the initial profiling target was to normalize highlight
digital values.

Figure 5: Initial Macbeth ColorChecker and its histogram.

The right side of Figure 6 shows the effect of the indoor
picture with the initial digital camera profile. Due to
under exposure of the profiling target and mixed lighting, the group photo was over corrected and became too
light. To modify the profiling target, initial RGB digital
counts of the image highlight, i.e., 174R, 174G, and
176B, were adjusted to 240R, 240G, and 240B using the
Levels tool in Photoshop’s Image/Adjustments menu.
In other words, lightening highlight of the profiling target compensates for additional lighting contribution in
the scene that was not accounted for in the profiling target. The profile, built from the modified profiling target,
was able to render the group photo (left side of Figure 6)
closer to the appearance of the scene. The side-by-side
comparison of the indoor group picture, particularly
in the highlight region, reflects the effectiveness of the
adjustment.

Test Targets 4.0

Modified Profile

Initial Profile

Figure 6: Indoor group photo assigned to the initial (right) and modified (left) digital camera profile.

how a tonal range of a scanner profile may be extended,
we demonstrated how mixed lighting and exposure
deviation can be corrected in digital camera profiling.
The adjustments require insights of the process. By
exploring and sharing these insights, we will become
more and more confident as we push our color management limits into the uncharted territory.
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Figure 7: Gamut volume of initial and modified profiles.

Conclusions
Digital camera manufacturers are not in the position to
offer camera profiles to end users that account for both
the hardware and the lighting conditions. If they do,
supplied profiles are only good as a first approximation.
When end users construct digital camera profiles, lighting and exposure must be accounted for and be consistent. This is where quality and productivity may be
maximized in applications such as direct mail catalogs
and portrait photography where lighting conditions are
controlled and repeatable.
Unexpected events will happen in a color management
journey. Solving the problem due to mixed lighting by
modifying the profiling target suggests that we can
learn from the experienced, e.g., Don Hutcheson and
published work. While Hutcheson (2003) demonstrated
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We can also see the gamut volume difference between
the initial and the modified camera profile with the use
of ColorThink 3-D display (Figure 7). Here, we see that
the initial profile (in wire frame) has greater sensitivity
in highlight and red region of the color space than the
modified digital camera profile (in color solid).

Color Reproduction Using Hexachrome and CMYK
by Tiago Costa

Hexachrome, FM, Staccato

tion an ICC profile would bring us, because afterall, ICC
profiles can only bring color closer, but it cannot replace
adjustments resulting from human intervention.

Abstract

Literature Review

Keywords

The objective of this study was to analyze and compare PANTONE’s Hexachrome and 4-color (cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black) printing processes. The
CMYK process is based on four of the six inks used for
Hexachrome, trying to simulate a conventional 4-color
process. However, even knowing that the Hexachrome
inks are formulated differently from the conventional
inks, it was expected to have good results with only
CMYK, because the custom profiles should optimize
color reproduction also for this set of CMYK inks.
However, that did not happen. The reason is that the
CMYK Hexachrome inks are manufactured to additionally mix with orange and green to achieve certain colors, therefore depending greatly on them to reproduce
certain colors.
The test conducted confirmed that Hexachrome does
have a wider color gamut than conventional CMYK.
On the other hand, Hexachrome is not better than 4color in all hues, but just those where the two extra inks
help to reproduce. Strong blues are still a problem in
Hexachrome, just as they are in conventional 4-color
processes.

Introduction
The initial goal of this version of the Test Targets publication was to differentiate it from the previous. The first
decision was to print it all in FM screening, including
the content. The idea to print the cover in Hexachrome
followed. It would certainly bring the differentiation
that would make it stand out from the previous publications.
The first challenge was to experiment building ICCbased profiles for Hexachrome, for which we did not
have any experience. After profiling the press, there was
a chance of analyzing the gamut differences between
the two processes. However, the CMYK process used
for the cover was a challenge itself, because the specific
printing conditions to be profiled were based on the set
of CMYK inks used for Hexachrome, which differ from
the common 4-color process inks.
All these variables to be tested were challenging, but the
ultimate goal was to test how close to ideal reproduc44

The literature that was the reference for this study was
Pantone, Inc.’s web site. In the web site one can find
information about density aim points, and CIE Lab
values that an Hexachrome printing production should
aim to. It is not clear what printing conditions these
values are based on, meaning that the density could be
based on a certain FM screening, which could be different from an AM screening, but none of that is specified.
Nonetheless, considering that PANTONE argues that
FM is the best screening choice for Hexachrome, those
aim points were used.

Methodology
The procedures are separated into two stages. First, a
description of the procedure Greg Barnett followed to
captured the rose image used in the cover of this publication. Second, the methodology followed to print the
cover.
Capturing the rose
The rose image was captured by Greg Barnett, who
kindly made it available to enhance the cover of this
publication. He uses a scanogram method to capture
objects. The scanner was profiled using a reflective
HCT profiling target from Don Hutchenson. According
to Barnett, the ICC profile built with this target results
in better images than with a profile made with the
IT8/2, because the HCT target has more patches than
the IT8, and consequently can interpret the scanner’s
behavior more accuratelly. The scanogram method is a
capture of real objects on a flatbed scanner. In this case,
the rose was placed on the scanner, inside a completely
dark room, and scanned. It is critical to have as much
darkness as possible, or else the background will not
be dark, and backlight effect can occur. Furthermore,
the rose must be slightly forced against the scanner’s
glass, because such device does not have much depth
of field capability. The resulting image contains all the
detail of the original, and, according to Barnett, its color
is extremely close to the original.
Printing the cover
First, the Heidelberg Speedmaster SM 74 press used
to print the cover of this publication was calibrated.

Test Targets 4.0

In this press run, several test targets were included to
test the press’s behavior using the Hexachrome inks,
the specific paper to be used in the final publication,
and FM screening. Also included in the first press run
were profiling targets provided by GretagMacbeth in its
profiling software package, ProfileMaker 4.1.5, used in
this experiment. Two different profiles were printed to
separately profile Hexachrome and CMYK.

These density aim values are to be used with PANTONE
Hexachrome inks, which in this case were manufactured
by Sun Chemical. After the press reached those densities, the coating unit was turned on. The reason why
coating was used in this stage is that the profiling targets should be printed in the exact same conditions that
the final product is going to be produced on. Because
the Test Targets’ cover was to be printed with an aqueous coating, it is considered to be part of the printing
conditions to be accounted for in the profiling stage.

Figure 1: GretagMacbeth’s CMYK profiling target.

Figure 1 illustrates the profiling target used to profile the
press for the CMYK process. Figure 2 shows an image
of the profiling target used to profile for Hexachrome.

The resulting profiles were used to make the image separations on the cover, and on the insert that is included
with Test Targets 4.0, which illustrates a comparison
between CMYK and Hexachrome. To prepare process
color separations, the original RGB images were opened
in Adobe Photoshop, resized as needed to fit the output
layout, and converted to the output profile previously
constructed.
Hexachome separations are made in a much different
fashion than the usual prepress procedures followed
for 4-color printing. The difference is that it is necessary
to use a software from PANTONE called PANTONE
Hexware 2.5, which is basically a Photoshop plug-in
that allows the user to make the conversion from RGB
to Hexachrome (Figure 3), and contains a Photoshop
filter to make color adjustments in 6-color mode (Figure
4). In this experiment, the images were converted to
Hexachrome, but they were not adjusted for tone and
color reproduction. The same happened with the CMYK
images, which were converted from RGB to the custom
made CMYK profile.

Figure 2: GretagMacbeth’s Hexachrome profiling target.

Both targets were printed during the first press run,
which was aiming for densities of all 6 colors provided by PANTONE to its customers on the website.
Table 1 summarizes those aim points.
Cyan

Magenta

Yellow

Black

Orange

Green

1.60

1.44

0.97

1.90

1.41

1.37

Table 1: Suggested Hexachrome ink densities.

Figure 3: PANTONE HexImage Color Separation window.
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The printed profiling targets were used to construct
profiles for the two printing processes to be tested
using GretagMacbeth ProfileMaker 4.1.5. Both profiles
were built with the same black generation parameters.
GCR was set to a medium level, which used the GCR
2 pre-setting from ProfileMaker; Total Area Coverage
(TAC) was 322, where cyan was 82%, magenta and
yellow were 70%, and black was 100%; and the black
separation was set to start at 0%, and end at 100%.

Test Targets 4.0

The following step was to test the ICC profiles constructed. This test was conducted on a second press
run that followed the same printing conditions as
the first press run. During this run, the flower image
chosen for the cover was printed using both 6-color
and 4-color profiles to test their reproduction quality.
Other test images were included to further examine the
capabilities of Hexachrome, and to choose other images
that would better illustrate the reproduction differences
between Hexachrome and CMYK printing processes.

Color Reproduction Using Hexachrome and CMYK

The Rainbow image included in the insert is a synthetic
reference used to make the comparison between the
two printing processes. It is a variation of the Granger
Rainbow test target. The difference is that it is stepped
rather than continuous, with the same brightness and
saturation. The two profiles were applied to the image,
and printed side-by-side.

profile is better, because it compensates for the dot gain,
which results on a better image reproduction without
any adjustments to the images.
The custom CMYK profile was also compared with a
previous profile built for the same press to print the
cover of last edition of Test Targets. The image with the
Test Targets 3.1’s CMYK profile could not make a good
reproduction because it was not built for the same set
of printing conditions, meaning that it was built for a
different paper, and most importantly, different set of
CMYK inks, and different screening method. The custom profile compensated for all those press conditions,
but it could not make the necessary color adjustments,
because the CMYK images could have been better
reproduced. However, editing the profiles was not part
of this study’s goal.

The experiment was concluded with the production of
the cover and insert during the third press run on the
sheetfed press. The contents of both elements are further discussed in the Discussion section.

Figure 4: PANTONE HexImage Color Correction window

Figure 5: 3D rendering of color gamut of two sets
of CMYK inks

Results

Discussion

This experiment resulted in a greater understanding of
the Hexachrome printing process, its advantages compared to the 4-color process based on the CMYK inks
used for Hexachrome, and the advantages of custom
made ICC profiles for Hexachrome. The PANTONE
software includes a set of standard profiles for several
printing conditions, such as various platemaking processes (i.e., offset positive plates, offset negative plates,
CTP Coated, CTP Uncoated), among others for different
proofing devices that support PANTONE Hexachrome.
In the initial profiling stage, some images converted to
the standard CTP Coated profile were included in the
calibration run to enable a comparison with the custom
built profile that was made later. The conclusion was
that the standard profile produces acceptable results on
the screen, but on paper the image was drastically influenced by the dot gain that resulted from the usage of an
FM 21µ screening (Creo Staccato), which is known to
yield greater dot gain than AM halftoning. The custom

It is inevitable to say that the Hexachrome images look
better than the CMYK images using the Hexachrome
inks. However, it was important to include a third
set of images printed with conventional CMYK inks,
such as the inks used to print the content of this publication, because they are different. The CMYK inks
that are part of the six inks used in Hexachrome are
formulated differently from the conventional inks,
because they have two more inks, orange and green,
to help reproduce certain colors. For example, on one
hand the CMYK (Hexachrome) inks provide wider
gamut in the cyan and magenta, but they are narrower
in the yellow and green, because they rely on orange
and green inks to reproduce those colors. On the other
hand, the conventional CMYK inks are formulated to
reproduce all those colors, as good as possible, using
those four inks. Another difference of ink formulation
of the Hexachrome inks is that they are flourescent. In
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other words, under UV light, the magenta, yellow, and
orange inks are brighter then the others, which means
that they are flourescent inks. This enhances the impact
of the printed image because it makes it more saturated
and brighter.
Figure 5 illustrates the gamut difference between conventional CMYK inks and the CMYK subset of hexachrome inks. The flower image is greatly affected by
the incapacity of the magenta and yellow Hexachrome
inks to reproduce the original’s redness fo the petals,
because the inks rely more on the orange inks to help
achieve that color. In other words, the Hexachrome
magenta is bluer than the SWOP magenta. That is why
the conventional CMYK is wider on the red and yellow
part of the color gamut. Figures 6 and 7 can be

Image courtesy: Fujifilm Electronic Imaging Ltd. (UK)

Figure 7: Ski image printed with conventional CMYK inks.

compared to the images in the cover and on the insert
to better assess the difference between conventional
CMYK and Hexachome printing processes. While the
flower image only allows one to compare the reproduction quality of a certain range of colors on the red
hue, the other two images on the insert demonstrate
other hues where Hexachrome improves reproduction.

By analyzing the Rainbow image, it is possible to perceive the reproduction differences between CMYK and
Hexachrome, which is basically an overall color saturation of the Hexachrome sample, especially noticeable in
the greens, oranges, and blues.

Conclusions
The most important conclusion taken from this study
is that it is possible to convert an RGB image to
Hexachrome using custom built ICC profiles and obtain
an image that is closer to good color quality than if the
conversion is made with the generic Hexachrome profile that is included in the PANTONE HexWare software
package. Depending on the subjective color preference
of each user, there might be room for improvement
of the image’s appearance, but if custom profiles are
used, the amount of modifications necessary is much
smaller.
Another conclusion is that the use of the CMYK set of
inks as part of the six Hexachrome inks, can improve
cyan and magenta hues for an image that is based on
those hues. But for images that include several colors
from other hues, it might not be the best choice, due to
its incapacity to render certain colors without the addition of orange and green.
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Figure 6: Rose image printed with conventional CMYK inks.

However, Hexachrome appears to improve the images
only at certain hues, because the extra orange and green
inks enlarge the palette of colors available to print.
Looking at the gamut comparison from the Test Targets
4.0 insert, observe that the gamuts are close in the cyan,
magenta, and yellow hues, but Hexachrome is wider on
the green, orange, and red hues.

Quantitative Assessment of Watercolor Reproduction
by Rochelle Kim and Howard Vogl
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Abstract
Creating fine watercolor paintings requires considerable artistic proficiency. Likewise, quality reproduction
of watercolor paintings demands similar proficiency
from a printer. The purpose of this study was to quantitatively measure the color accuracy of watercolor
paintings when they are reproduced. Furthermore, this
study compared the quantitative aspects of color to perceived differences in color.

Introduction
To access the color reproduction of a painting in a quantitative way, the colors of the painting need to be defined
and measured. To perform this experiment colors were
sampled from the watercolor painting “Downtown
Rochester” by Rochester Institute of Technology
Professor Luvon Sheppard. To reproduce the colors
of professor Sheppard’s paintings, the original was
digitally captured by a scanner. Next, an experienced
artist determined which colors in the painting were
important to ensure faithful reproduction. Using Adobe
Photoshop, these colors were then sampled and pasted
into a synthetic target. The CIELAB values of the A2B
transform from the scanner profile of each of the target
patches were recorded. These CIELAB values served
as a reference to determine the colorimetric accuracy
between the monitor and the print. Subsequently, the
synthetic target was output to a digital printer, and the
target patches were measured to determine ∆E between
the reference and the reproduction. The relationship
between the onscreen appearance of a painting and its
reproduction was also studied.

Literature Review
To enhance their creative potential artists have quantified color for almost a century. A pioneer in the quest to
define color in art was Albert Munsell. In 1905, Munsell
developed a color system that quantified color both
numerically and through physical exemplification. The
Munsell system divided color into three attributes hue,
value and chroma. Munsell thought that to use color
artistically, the artist must first separate and define color
(Berns, 2000, pp. 37-39).
Similarly, using
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color managed workflows, printers

need to quantify color to predict how well the reproduction will match the original. Once an image is
converted to a digital file the printer must be able to
accurately predict the transformation of the colors of the
original to the colors of the reproduction. One method
to quantitatively measure the accuracy of a reproduction is to measure specifically defined colors within the
reproduction. Chung and Shimamura (2001) comment
“The magnitude of ∆E between two simple fields, e.g.,
flat colors or logo colors, correlates well with visual
assessment. On the other hand, Chung and Shimamura
(2001) state there is no easy way to assess color difference quantitatively between two complex images, e.g., a
pictorial color proof and its corresponding press sheet”
(p. 1). Additionally, Field (1999) notes that the critical
aspects of the color reproduction cannot be measured.
The acceptance of the reproduction must always be
based on the viewer (p. 374). Therefore, even though the
visual perception of flat fields of color correlates well
with visual perception, the unique nature of complex
images limits their use.

Methodology
One method to bridge the gap between colorimetric
measurement and viewer perception is to create a flat
field target from the colors of an image that is based on
colors a viewer deems important to the image in question. This target can then be reproduced, and the measured values of the reproduced target can be compared
to the reference values. If the selection of the colors
that make up the target are important to the faithful
reproduction of the original, the measured ∆E values
should correlate well with the visual perception of the
reproduced image.
The methodology of this study consists of two parts.
The first part is the creation of a synthetic target and
the second part is the measurement of the colorimetric
accuracy of that target.
Part A: construction of synthetic test target:
1. Scan original painting using Scitex EverSmart
scanner.
2. Using Photoshop, assign scanner profile,
EverSmart_fuji.icc, to the scanned RGB image.
3. Create a new RGB document 5 x 7 inches at 100dpi.
4. Assign the EverSmart_fuji.icc profile to the new
document.
5. Using guides divide the document into thirty-five
1-inch blocks.
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6. Sample colors of interest from the scan of the paint
ing with Photoshop’s eyedropper tool, and fill each
block of the document (Figure 1).
7. In Photoshop, convert the document to Lab color
using a relative colorimetric rendering intent.
8. Record the CIELAB values of each of the blocks.
These will serve as the reference values.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the completed target that was printed.
Table 1 shows the ∆E that was calculated after measuring each patch of the target after output on the
DocuColor 2060.

Figure 2: Synthetic target.

1
2
3
4
5

A
11.8
6.0
19.8
12.8
12.0

B
9.2
4.7
14.9
11.4
8.2

C
12.6
15.9
11.8
12.8
13.6

D
11.6
8.4
9.1
8.2
12.5

E
10.0
6.4
5.9
12.4
9.3

F
4.8
8.0
4.2
7.7
11.9

G
5.6
4.4
3.9
14.9
11.4

Table 1: ∆E of the reproduced synthetic target.

Values over 10 ∆E are in red, values between 5 and 10
∆E are in yellow, and values under 5 ∆E are in green.
The average ∆E of all patches was 10, which is considered a strong color difference. Comparing the target in
Figure 1 to the ∆E in Table 1 shows larger ∆E values
occurred in the higher chroma colors, while lower ∆E
values occurred in colors near neutral. For example,
Patch G3, a warm gray color, had the lowest ∆E, 3.9,
while patch A3, a bright yellow color, had the highest
∆E, 19.8. Figure 2 shows an a*b* plot of the reference
and the reproduced values. The plot shows greater ∆E
in the higher chroma patches of the synthetic target.
To explore further, the reference values of the synthetic target were plotted inside the output gamut of
the DocuColor using CHROMiX ColorThink. Figure 3
shows the comparison of the gamut of the DocuColor
profile to the reference values of the target revealed that
the G3 (blue) and A3 (yellow) patches were outside of
the gamut of the DocuColor. Additionally, several of the
reference colors were near the edge of the DocuColor’s
gamut. Excluding the out of gamut A3 and G4 patches,
reduced the ∆E to 9.5.

Figure 1: Measurement of Lab values.

At first this did not seem possible because the color
gamut of a watercolor painting should be well inside
the gamut of the DocuColor. A plausible explanation
is that the conversion to the DocuColor profile used
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Part B: measurement of color difference after
reproduction:
1. Put the scan of the painting and the scene-specific
synthetic target on the same test form.
2. Convert the test form to CMYK for the DocuColor
using the X2060_GM_032902.icc profile with
relative colorimetric rendering.
3. Output the test form to the DocuColor 2060.
4. Measure the Lab values from the synthetic target
that is reproduced and compare to the original reference values.
5. Plot ∆E using the a* b* diagram to determine the
source of color difference.
6. Compare the ∆E with the perceived visual
difference.

Test Targets 4.0
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the Scitex Eversmart profile as the source space. The
EverSmart profile was created with a Fujicolor IT8.7/2
target, which used photographic dyes that have different spectral reflectance curves than watercolor paints.
This could account for the fact that some of the reference color patches were not converted in a way that was
consistent with an relative colorimetric rendering intent.
Another assignable cause of variation for the larger than
expected ∆E, was device calibration. No single ∆E was
under 3.9, indicating that the scanner calibration could
have been off by that much.

tion. To make this illustration, the measured Lab values
were entered into Photoshop’s color picker. Therefore,
even though the actual color rendering may not be
accurate, the difference between the slices represents
the actual difference that was measured. Again, to demonstrate the difference in appearance, sections of the
painting were made by cutting and pasting pieces of
the document converted to the DocuColor profile back
into the RGB document with the EverSmart profile.

Figure 2: a*b* plot of reference and reproduced colors.

A3(yellow)

G3(blue)

Figure 3: Reference CIELAB values of target plotted on
DocuColor 2060 gamut.

Since the synthetic target that is used as the reference was created in Photoshop, all subsequent visual
comparisons are made between the monitor and the
reproduction. Figure 4 shows a representation of the
difference in ∆E between the monitor and the reproduc50

Figure 4: Simulated comparison between monitor
and reproduction.

A visual comparison between the monitor and the
reproduction revealed that the most noticeable color
difference occurred in the G4 (blue) patch. This difference correlates well with the measured ∆E of 15.
The A3 (yellow) patch that had the highest ∆E of 19.8
also showed a strong visual difference between the
reproduction and the monitor; however, the perceived
change was less than the G4 (blue) patch. This represents an inconsistency between visual perception and
∆E. However, the G3 (warm gray) patch had the lowest
∆E 3.9, and it was perceived to be almost the same in
color between the monitor and the reproduction, with
the monitor being slightly lighter in appearance.
When compared to the original watercolor painting,
the reproduction had a magenta cast that was most
noticeable in the blue sky. However, the monitor closely
matched the reproduction, indicating that the change
in color was due to scanner calibration. Furthermore,
a comparison between the monitor and the reproduc-
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tion revealed less of a perceived difference between the
painting than the synthetic target. This may be because
the painting is a more complex image than the target,
thus increasing the perceptual threshold. This would
indicate that the viewer is more sensitive to changes
in a flat field target than a complex image, therefore
making the target a sensitive visual gauge as well as a
colorimetric tool.
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and colorimetric measurement, it is recommended that
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watercolor reproduction.
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Furthermore, the nature of the target used to generate
the source profile should be evaluated to ensure that
it represents the colorants and the density range of a
watercolor painting.

Painting ‘Downtown Rochester’ courtesy of Luvon Sheppard.
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Quantitative analysis of ﬁne art reproduction is possible
when color patches of a synthetic target are reproduced
along with the artwork. The assumption is that what
happens to the colors of the artwork can be quantiﬁed
by analyzing the color patches of the synthetic target.
Using colors from the artwork itself and transforming
these visual elements into CIELAB values with an input
ICC proﬁle represents an innovative approach to tone
and color analysis.
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and support. In addition, we would like to thank Franz
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Chun for reviewing this document. Also, we wish to
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Analysis of Prooﬁng Using the Ugra/FOGRA
Media Wedge and Stepped Granger Rainbow
by Gregory Zolan
The Stepped Granger Rainbow (Figure 2) consists of
nine rows of 15 swatches. These swatches are derived
from the Granger Rainbow. The Granger Rainbow is a
synthetic target, created by Dr. Ed Granger, that can be
used to evaluate an output profile. The Rainbow contains a gradation across the spectrum as well as light
to dark. Using Photoshop to convert the Rainbow from
RGB to CMYK, one can check for artifacts or discontinuities (Sharma, 2004, p. 329). The Stepped version is
created to allow for exact swatches and for the Rainbow
to be used for proofing.

Keywords
characterization, CRF curve, proofing

Abstract
Predicting what printed colors will look like is a very
difficult task. There are many off- and on-press factors that can affect the reproduction of color. Proofing
is one way of producing press color. But one must be
sure that the gamut of the proofing device encompasses
the gamut of the final destination. Two test targets will
be used to check the gamut of the proofing device with
that of the final destination and a decision will be made
about the value of a particular device used to proof.

Introduction
A common axiom in printing is that the press must be
able to match the proof. It is not good for the printer
to be able to reproduce a wonderful looking proof and
then not come close to matching it on the press. There
are two options for proofing: soft-proofing and hardproofing. Soft-proofing is monitor based and simulated,
while hard-proofing is substrate based and the color is
actually converted.

Figure 2: Stepped Granger Rainbow.

Hard-proofing relies on affecting the data in prepress so it
produces the desired results on the press. One tool assisting in that is the Ugra/FOGRA Media Wedge. The Media
Wedge has been developed to check the digital proof.

Generally, a proof will be visually compared to a press
sheet for color matching. However, for colorimetric
comparison, the Media Wedge and the Stepped Granger
Rainbow from the proof will be measured colorimetrically and compared to a Media Wedge and Rainbow
from a press run. Comparisons will then be made using
graphs of the Delta-E and CRF curves.

The Media Wedge (Figure 1) consists of two rows of 23
CMYK swatches. Included are tints of cyan, magenta,
yellow, red, green, blue and black, as well as CMY neutral and three-color overprints. The Media Wedge is primarily intended for checking the colorimetric accuracy
of digital proofs, but another benefit would be the ability to check the accuracy of color conversion between a
press sheet and a proof (Anonymous, 2003). The Media
Wedge can be placed in any digital file and processed
through any color conversions. Since visual comparison
is used to compare the agreement of a press sheet to a
proof, the Media Wedge could become a valuable tool in
predicting the degree of visual agreement.
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Literature Review
The Media Wedge was originally developed as part of
an ISO interdisciplinary working group and known as
the Media Standard Printing in 2001. Soon after FOGRA
took over development and marketing and revised the
control strip to what it is today (Anonymous, 2003).
To be a binding proof, there are tolerances for the deviations of the Media Wedge from the target values. The
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Figure 1: The Ugra/FOGRA Media Wedge.
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They also developed as a rule of thumb, three representative CRF curves to show no visual difference, fair
color match, and printing validation. No visual difference is a curve with ∆E of 0.6 at 50 percent, 1.2 at 90 percent and 2.4 at unity. A fair color match has a ∆E of 2 at
50 percent, 4 at 90 percentile and 8 at unity. A CRF curve
for printing validation has a ∆E of 3 at 50 percent, 6 at 90
percent and 12 at unity. This is shown in Figure 3.

Analysis of Prooﬁng Using the Ugra/FOGRA Media Wedge and Stepped Granger Rainbow

Robert Chung and Yoshikazu Shimamura (2001) reported that a 3-D plot of ∆E, while visually informative,
was not analytic enough to be used to decide if two
color images match. Basing their work on the IT8.7/3
Basic Block, which consists of 182 CMYK swatches, they
proposed using a Cumulative Relative Frequency (CRF)
curve and using the CRF at the 50 percentile, 90 percentile and at unity to help determine color match (p. 11).

Space and a previously generated Doc12 profile was
selected as the Print Space, with absolute as the rendering intent. The images were then printed and the Media
Wedge and Rainbow were measured for LAB values.
The values were also placed into a Microsoft Excel file
and Delta-E was generated from these measurements
and the third Test Target Press Run.

Image courtesy: Fujifilm Electronic Imaging Ltd. (UK)

CIELAB color differences of black, cyan, magenta, and
yellow must not exceed 2.5. The mean values of all the
CIELAB color difference must be below 4 and the maximum value below 10 (Anonymous, 2003).

Figure 4: Ski image.

Figure 3: CRF curves of ∆E thresholds.

Methodology
The Media Wedge was a legacy CMYK file, but needed
to be assigned to the CMYK for the Heidelberg Sunday
2000 press. This was accomplished by placing the file
into InDesign and applying the Sunday 2000 profile.
The Rainbow was originally in sRGB, so it was opened
in Photoshop and converted to the Sunday 2000 profile
space. The Ski image (Figure 4) is LAB; it was opened
in Photoshop and converted to the Sunday profile 2000
color space.
A Xerox DocuColor 12 printer was used to make a
proof. To make the proof, the Media Wedge, Rainbow
and Ski image in the Sunday 2000 color space were
placed in an Adobe InDesign file. After the print command was selected in InDesign, the Color Management
tab was selected (Figure 5). Proof was chosen as Source

Figure 5: Screenshot of print settings to make proof.

Both the printed and the proof version of the Ski images
were compared side-by-side in a D50 light booth to
assess if they compared favorably to each other.

Results
A visual comparison was made between the Ski image
on the press run and the proof. There was a noticeable
difference between the two images. Overall, the colors
on the press sheet were more vibrant than the proof.
This is most notable in the jackets near the top of the
image. The background behind the jackets is darker on
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The ∆E distribution between each swatch contained in
the Rainbow from the press sheet and the Rainbow from
the proof is shown in Figure 6. These numbers agreed
with the visual inspection of the sheets. The lowest ∆E
shown in the whites, with the purples and reds also
having a smaller ∆E. The higher ∆E was found in the
green ramps.
From the measurements, the average ∆E was 1.30 and
the minimum and maximum were .08 and 2.97 respectively. The ∆E at 50 percent, 90 percent and unity are
1.27, 2.22 and 2.97, respectively.
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A visual comparison was also made between the press
sheet and proof using the Rainbow. There was no
noticeable difference between the two targets. All colors
seemed to be a close match.

Wedge on the proof. The graph shows a wide range
of ∆E between the press sheet and proof. The biggest
change was in the greens, which was noticed when the
targets were compared visually. The graphs also shows
large ∆E in the yellows. The swatches with the highest ∆E contained either a 40% or 70% yellow. The three
color neutrals also had large ∆E.

Relative % Frequency

the press sheet and greener on the proof. Overall they
are not good matches.
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Figure 7: Histogram and CRF of ∆E between Rainbow output
on Sunday 2000 Web Press and Rainbow output on Doc12.

Figure 6: ∆E between Rainbow output on Sunday 2000 Web
Press and Rainbow output on Doc12.

Figure 7 shows the histogram and CRF of the ∆E from
the comparison of the Rainbows. The histogram shows
that whites and reds to have the lowest ∆E and the
higher ∆E are in the greens. The graph also confirms
the visual assessment; the low amount of ∆E showing
little noticeable difference between the press sheet and
proof sheet.
The Media Wedges from the press sheet and proof were
compared next. When viewed side-by-side, the most
notable difference was between the three color neutrals. On the press sheet, they had a green cast, while
on the proof they had a blue cast. All the green and red
swatches on the press sheet also seemed darker. In addition, all single-color tints on the press sheet appeared to
be darker.
Figure 8 shows the ∆E between each swatch contained
in the Media Wedge on the press sheet and the Media
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Figure 8: ∆E between Media Wedge output on Sunday 2000
Web Press and Media Wedge output on Doc12.

From the measurements, the average ∆E was 8.33
and the minimum and maximum were 2.05 and 21.34
respectively. The smaller amounts of ∆E were in the
black tints The largest amounts of ∆E were found in the
greens. The ∆E at 50 percent, 90 percent and unity are
7.21, 14.13 and 21.34, respectively.
The histogram and CRF for the ∆E for the Media Wedge
can be seen in Figure 9. The histogram shows the wide
range of ∆E between the press sheet and proof. The
three green swatches with the largest ∆E are all the way
to the right. The grays with the lowest ∆E are on the left
of the histogram.

Test Targets 4.0

from the presently used targets. But a good case could be
made that the distribution would work for the Granger
Rainbow. There was not much difference between the
two Rainbows and the measurements verified that.
The Media Wedges were not visually similar and the
measurements agreed, placing the Media Wedge in the
Failing Validation region.

Discussion
Based on the criteria provided, are the Media Wedge
and Rainbow suitable for verifying the quality of proofing the press run using the output from the Doc12?
The Media Wedge has guidelines set forth for color
matching. The CIELAB color differences of black, cyan,
magenta, and yellow must not exceed 2.5. The mean
values of all the CIELAB color difference must be below
4 and the maximum value below 10. From the measurements, the difference of black is 6.80; difference in cyan
is 13.3; difference in magenta is 4.58; and difference in
yellow is 3.83. The mean value is 8.33 and the maximum
value is 21.34. So none of the ∆E are within the tolerances for the Media Wedge.
This points to the device accuracy and repeatability. If
the differences were within the guidelines, there would
be a good match between the proof and the press sheet.
However, because of the differences between the Media
Wedge on the proof and the press sheet, the proofing
device cannot be considered accurate.
Figure 10 is a graph of the ∆E at the 50 percent, 90 percent and unity of the Rainbow and Media Wedge. They
are compared to the ∆E distribution proposed by Chung
and Shimamura. The Granger Rainbow fits in the area
between No Visual Difference and Fair Color Match,
while the Media Wedge is to the right of the Printing
Validation line.
Sommika Shetty has shown in Test Targets 3.1, the shape
of the CRF curves are very image dependent (Shetty,
2003, pp. 31-32). The curves proposed by Chung and
Shimamura are done from the IT8.7/3 basic set and not

Figure 10: Comparison of Delta-E from Media Wedge and
Rainbow to Rule of Thumb.

But why is there a small ∆E difference between the
two Rainbows and a large ∆E between the two Media
Wedges?
The most obvious reason is that the swatches contained
in the Rainbow are different swatches than the ones
that are in the Media Wedge. To verify this, a graph
was made of the a*b* values of the press sheet and
proof from the Rainbow. A second graph was made for
the Media Wedge. These can be seen in Figures 11 and
12, respectively. These are only a*b* coordinates and
do not include the L* coordinate. For both graphs, the
proof swatch is represented with a large circle, the press
swatch is represented by a smaller circle. A line connects
the proofer and press circles.
Figure 11 shows no smaller circles. Each press swatch
is covered by its respective proof swatch. This means
that there was virtually no chromatic difference from
the swatches on the press sheet and the proof. The
swatches had to be inside the gamut of the press and
the proofing device.
Examination of Figure 12 shows that there was change
in all the swatches from the press to the proof for the
Media Wedge. Some of the swatches in the Media Wedge
were outside the gamut of the proofing device resulting
in conversion to a color that is within the gamut.
ColorThink was then used to look at the gamuts of the
profiles of the Sunday 2000 and Doc12. Figures 13 and
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Figure 9: Histogram and CRF of Delta-E between
Media Wedge output on Sunday 2000 Web Press
and Media Wedge output on Doc12.
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14 are two 3-dimensional views of the gamuts from
different angles. The wire frame represents the gamut
of the Sunday 2000 and the solid image is the gamut
of the Doc12. The figures show that the gamut of the
Sunday 2000 is larger than the Doc12. This would help
to explain the large ∆E that were occurring between the
press sheet and the proof of the Media Wedge.

Figure 13: Gamut comparison of the Sunday 2000 profile (wire
frame) and the Doc12 profile.

Figure 11: a*b* diagram of the swatches from the Rainbow on
the Sunday 2000 and Doc12.

Figure 14: Gamut comparison of the Sunday 2000 profile (wire
frame) and the Doc12 profile.
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It is important that the proofing device has a larger
gamut than the press. However, the Media Wedge does
provide an excellent tool for determining the colorimetric accuracy of a proof to a press sheet. First, while
containing only 48 swatches, it is composed of a wide
gamut of colors. On the other hand, the Rainbow has
135 swatches, but the gamut is smaller. Further testing
may be required to determine if the 48 swatches provided by the Media Wedge represent enough of a gamut
for predicting the visual agreement between a proof and
a press sheet.
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Implementing PDF/X Workﬂows
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Abstract
PDF/X is a subset of the Adobe Portable Document
Format (PDF) specification. Adobe says PDF/X is
intended to reflect the best practices in graphic arts file
exchange, by restricting the content in a PDF document
that does not directly serve the purpose of high-quality
print production output. Examples of this unwanted
content includes annotations, Java Actions, and embedded
multimedia. Adopting a PDF/X-1a workflow eliminates
the most common errors in file preparation, such as fonts
not embedded, wrong color space, and images missing.
PDF/X workflow is implemented in the Test Targets 4.0
publication using Creo Prinergy and Adobe InDesign.
A comparison between Test Targets 4.0 and Test Targets
3.1 publication indicates that using PDF/X workflow
reduced common errors in file preparation.

Introduction
The Test Targets Publication (Test Targets) is a class
project of the Advanced Color Management class
developed by Professor Robert Chung and Professor
Franz Sigg in the School of Print Media at Rochester
Institute of Technology. This project was started in the
winter quarter of 2001. Previous publications include:
Test Targets 2.0 (2002), Test Targets 3.0 (2003), and Test
Targets 3.1 (2003).
The objective of the Test Targets Publications is to put
together a collection of test targets and their applications in color-matching, color image reproduction, and
process control in a color managed print production
environment. Additionally, Test Targets allows students
to showcase how these test forms are used for device calibration and process control when implemented in color
managed digital workflows. It represents a collection
Articles for Test Targets 2.0 were submitted as
QuarkXPress 4.0 documents. The Quark pages were
then converted to PDF format. In Test Targets 2.0 there
were some imposition and finishing difficulties. The
reader spreads created in QuarkXPress had to be
adjusted for page creep due to the binding process.
This problem was discovered after an initial proof was
run on the Indigo digital press. In addition, output of
the page layout was done at 95% of its original size to
add space for the footer.

Test Targets 3.0 and 3.1 were paginated in QuarkXPress
5.0 in single page layout file format. Articles were converted to PDF file format and imposed in Preps by the
Printing Applications Laboratory (PAL). Test Targets 3.0
was printed on the Heidelberg M1000B web offset press
and 3.1 was printed on the Heidelberg Sunday 2000
web offset press.
Test Targets 4.0 is the first publication to implement a
PDF/X workflow with Adobe InDesign. The PDF/X
workflow is expected to reduce many of prepress errors
that occurred in previous Test Targets Publications, such
as using a RGB image rather than CMYK image, missing fonts, or missing graphics links. To facilitate implementing a PDF/X workflow, Creo Prinergy was used to
create this issue of Test Targets.

Literature Review
The Committee for Graphic Arts Technologies Standards
(CGATS) developed PDF/X according to requirements
established by the Digital Distribution of Advertising
for Publications Association (DDAP). PDF/X is based
on Adobe’s PDF specification and consists of recommendations and additional notations for facilitating the
reliable delivery of press-ready, high-end color advertisements (Adobe, 2003).
Fraser, et al. (2003) claims that PDF/X is rapidly emerging as the standard for PDF-based print workflows.
PDF/X has different conformance levels, based primarily on the PDF 1.3 specification, that fall under the
umbrella of international standard ISO 15930. These
standards evolved from the 1999 PDF/X-1 specifications. This early version is an ANSI standard, but it has
a number of technical flaws and generated little vendor
support. The next version of PDF/X was released as
PDF/X-1a in 2001. This version, defined in ISO 15930-1:
2001, was designed for the ‘blind transfer’ of print data
in press-ready form. Therefore, the PDF document must
contain all the necessary elements needed to successfully print. Images and graphics must be in CMYK color
mode (plus optional spot) only, and all images and fonts
must be embedded. According to Test Targets 4.0 specifications, only PDF/X-1a will be used.
ISO also supports the PDF/X-3: 2002 standard. PDF/X3 is defined in ISO 15930-3:2002, as similar to PDF/X1a: 2001, with the important difference that it allows
device-independent color. As with PDF/X-1a: 2001,
PDF/X-3 is designed for blind transfer; therefore, all
images and fonts must be embedded.
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Test Targets 3.1
To make plates for the press, Test Targets 3.1 was submitted as a single-page Quark document. All images
were converted to CMYK and embedded with the press
profile. Test Targets 3.1 did not use preflight software
to check image links, types of images, resolution of
images, and missing fonts. All checking was done manually. The Quark file was sent to the Prinergy system,
which created a PDF file, and the prepress department
did imposition.
To simulate the Test Targets 3.1 publication workflow,
the original QuarkXPress layout files were used. Files
used in this study were divided into three groups:
cover layout file, which mostly consists of image and
output to sheetfed Heidelberg Speedmaster press; test
form layout files, which consists of test targets images
and output to web offset press; and content layout
files, which mostly consists of text and images and
output to web offset press. In this study, the files from
each group were converted to PostScript (PS) files by
QuarkXPress. The PS files were then converted to PDF
files with Adobe Distiller 5.0 and 6.0. Enfocus Pitstop
was used to preflight.
To convert Test Targets 3.1 files to PostScript file, select
the Print command in QuarkXPress. Select Prinergy
Refiner PPD in Printer Description in Setup tab.
Then click Printer…, set Printer to Virtual Printer and
Destination to File. Click Save to save the file as a
PostScript file.
Then PostScript files were converted to PDF files using
Adobe Distiller 5.0 and 6.0. Both Distiller 5.0 and 6.0
used the Prinergy refiner PDF settings to convert the PS
files to PDF files.
Enfocus Pitstop was used to preflight and certify PDF
documents. The PDF/X specifications in Pitstop was
the profile used to preflight and certify the Test Targets
3.1 PDF documents.
Test Targets 4.0
For the current PDF/X workflow in Test Targets 4.0,
preflighting was done in Adobe InDesign. InDesign
checks for fonts problem (missing, embedded, protected) and images problems (missing link, embedded,
RGB or CMYK color). This process needed three elements for the output of the PDF files: the Prinergy PPD,
the Prinergy job options, and the Printer style. Prinergy
PPD (PostScript Printer Description) is used for making
PS (PostScript) files, Prinergy job options is used for creating PDF files, and Printer style is used for layout.
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To get the PostScript file from InDesign, the following steps were taken: go to File/Print, set Printer as
PostScript file and PPD as Prinergy Refiner, then click
Save button.
To convert the PS file to a PDF/X-1a compliant file,
Acrobat Distiller was opened. The Prinergy PDF settings supplied by PAL (Printing Applications Lab)
were compared to the PDFX1a PDF settings supplied
with Acrobat. The Prinergy PDF settings fell within
the requirements to be a PDF/X-1a document with one
exception. That exception was that none of the PDF/X
options were selected in the PDF/X tab in settings
(Figure 1). The PDF/X-1a check box was selected for the
Prinergy PDF settings and the Sunday 2000 profile was
selected for the Outputintent Profile Name. The updated
PDF settings were saved as Prinergy_PDFX_Sunday_FM
to differentiate from the other PDF settings.

Figure 1: PDF/X settings for Prinergy job settings (left) and
PDFX1a job settings (right).

The PS files were then opened in Distiller and were
converted to PDF files. As part of the distilling process,
Distiller will also run a PDF/X compliance report. In
addition, while distilling the PS file, if Distiller finds a
problem that will cause the PDF to not be PDF/X-1a
compliant, it will cancel the job. To further verify PDF/
X-1a compliance, Adobe Acrobat and Enfocus Pitstop
were used.

Results
In the publication process of Test Targets 3.1, several
common mistakes occurred. A final run image was
RGB instead of a CMYK, plus there were missing links
and fonts. These errors were discovered in the proofing
process.
The Test Targets 3.1 cover file was able to be converted
to a PostScript file and then a PDF file with Distiller 5.0.
However, it was not able to be converted to a PDF file
with Distiller 6.0 due to a font not being embedded. The
PDF that was created using Distiller 5.0 was preflighted
by Enfocus Pitstop and the resulting Error Report is
shown in Figure 2.

Test Targets 4.0

The Test Targets 4.0 layout file was able to be converted
to a PostScript file and then to a PDF file by using both
Distiller 5.0 and 6.0. The Prinergy_PDFX_Sunday_FM
PDF settings allowed the PS files to be converted to
PDF/X-1a compliant files in Distiller 6.0. Making
PDF/X compliant files is not an option in Distiller 5.0.
Distiller reported that the resulting PDF/X file was
valid and compliant, as did Acrobat 6.0 and Pitstop
Figure 2: Error Report for Test Targets 3.1 cover.

The Test Targets 3.1 test image file was able to be converted to a PostScript file and then a PDF file using
both Distiller 5.0 and 6.0. However there was a warning
that “Transfer curve was not applied. Data is dot areas”
when creating the PDF with Distiller 6.0. The PDF was
preflighted by Enfocus Pitstop and the resulting Error
Report is shown in Figure 3.

Discussion
Because of the lack of experience in using InDesign,
QuarkXPress 5.0 was used in previous Test Targets
publications. QuarkXPress has no built-in preflighting,
while InDesign does. Therefore, mistakes, such as those
that occurred in Test Targets 3.1 were caught in the
proofing process. The implication of catching mistakes
this late in the workflow is that errors may go to plate
or even press. While not every error can be caught by
InDesign’s preflighting, it will catch common errors that
can prevent PDF/X compliance.

Figure 3: Error Report for Test Targets 3.1 test forms.

The Test Targets 3.1 content file was able to be converted
to a PostScript file and then to a PDF file by only Distiller
5.0. The PDF was preflighted by Enfocus Pitstop and the
resulting Error Report is shown in Figure 4.
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Implementing PDF/X Workﬂows

The creation of the Test Targets book is part of a learning
experience that allows one to see the problems that can
occur in the creation of any publication. While a PDF/X
workflow will not prevent all errors, it will help to prevent the most common errors, such as missing images
and fonts. Using a PDF/X workflow for the Test Targets
4.0 enabled a closer look at all the steps needed to produce the book and ensured greater quality control

Gallery of Visual Interest
The Test Targets publication is a clearinghouse of color management studies based on coursework at RIT School of
Print Media. While a small portion of these articles show visual comparisons of pictorial images, most papers focus
on quantitative analysis of color imaging and printed color reproduction techniques. To bring print media technologies closer to design communities and to offer greater appeal, we’re adding a section, Gallery of Visual Interest,
in this issue of Test Targets. A brief description is provided for each page of illustration. Please check them out and
let us know if there are other ideas of visual interest that you would like us to include in a future edition.

Effect of Rendering Intent
This image was converted from Adobe RGB to CMYK using the Heidelberg Sunday 2000 FM profile. Shown below
is the effect different rendering intents will have on the reproduction. Photo courtesy of Professor Patti Russotti.
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Absolute

Perceptual

Relative

Saturation

Test Targets 4.0

Effect of Different Source Profile
These images were converted from RGB to CMYK using the perceptual rendering intent. The images on the left
used ColorMatch RGB as the source space. The images on the right used Adobe RGB (1998) as the source space.
The CMYK profile was the Heidelberg Sunday 2000 FM profile. Images courtesy of Professor Patti Russotti.
Input profile: Adobe RGB (1998)

Output profile: Sunday 2000 FM

Output profile: Sunday 2000 FM

Input profile: ColorMatch RGB

Input profile: Adobe RGB (1998)

Output profile: Sunday 2000 FM

Output profile: Sunday 2000 FM

Gallery of Visual Interest

Input profile: ColorMatch RGB
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Source profile: Adobe RGB (1998).icc; Destination profile: Sunday2000_FM(033).icc.

Comparison of AM and FM screening & Black, 4-color Black and 4-color
The images above and below were printed using AM
and FM screening to illustrate the differences between
the two. Above is a panoramic shot of the the Gannett
Courtyard taken by Professor Bob Chung. The left half of
the image was printed using FM screening and the right
half of the image was printed using AM screening.

images provided that (a) dot gain differences are reconciled with the use of custom press profiles for AM and
FM screening, and (b) process control has been properly
carried out across different signatures. Image courtesy
of Donna Crowe.

The images below are also printed using FM and AM
screening. The image on the left was printed using FM
screening and the image on the right printed using
AM screening. The color should match closely for both

The image to the right is a comparison of 4-color black
(left), 4-color (center) and black only (right) printing.
This image was divided into thirds and each portion
was converted to show the differences. The image is
courtesy of GATF.

Converted from RGB to Sunday2000 FM

Converted from RGB to Sunday2000 AM

Source profile: Adobe RGB (1998).icc; Destination profile: Sunday2000_AM(033).icc
4-color black

4-color

Black only

The Advanced Color Management class (left to right): Bob Chung, Fred Hsu, Wiphut Janjomsuke, Natti Techavichien (seated), Rochelle Kim,
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Synthetic Targets
Testing for Resolution, Register, Dot Gain and Gray Balance
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Hexachrome vs. CMYK
Image by CHROMiX ColorThink

This page is a part of RIT’s Test Targets 4.0 publication.
It illustrates the difference in appearance between two
printingprocesses: 6-color Hexachrome and 4-color printing.
Note that the 4-color (CMYK) proﬁle is constructed using four
of the six inks in Hexachrome, and they are not the conventional
process inks. In order to appreciate how color images may
be rendered differently between 4-color and 6-color printing,
neither proﬁles nor images were edited.
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